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 Community college boards of trustees are faced with the awesome responsibility 

of governing complex systems and responding to conventional organizational 

challenges. One Texas board of trustees was faced with the inconceivable challenge of 

regaining the trust of its district and the community after questionable circumstances 

surrounding the resignation of the chancellor, indictments of two board members and 

the former chairman of the board, and other behavior that although not illegal, was 

unethical and morally corrupt.  

 This study looks at the transformation of a community college board over a two-

year period, from a state of organizational disarray to seeking community  

support for a $450 million bond package. The research chronicles the transition by 

comparing and contrasting the accounts of what transpired, with the principles of chaos 

theory, transformational leadership and the John Carver Policy Governance® Model.       
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 For an entity in organizational chaos, a commitment to transform is needed to 

ultimately reach the point where it can adopt governance principles to provide the 

foundation for effective leadership, such as those espoused by the Carver model. 

Change must occur and the success or failure of an organization or system depends on 

how effective the leadership is at identifying challenges and working with them to 

create opportunities. When an organization approaches chaos and the need for changes 

with trepidation, progress and success are improbable. It is the understanding that order 

emerges from chaos that leads to a renewed mindset; a mindset that looks beyond 

traditional structures and embraces flexibility, innovation and creativity.   

The resolve of the trustees to regain public trust and support has served as the 

impetus to implement the changes needed to govern the district effectively. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Climate 

Community college boards of trustees are faced with the awesome responsibility 

of governing an institution, being strategic leaders, and serving a community to ensure 

that everyone has access to quality education (Smith, 2000). Governance models, such 

as Dr. John Carver’s Policy Governance® Model, espouse that greater effectiveness in 

the governing role requires board members to understand governance and be disciplined 

enough to behave in a highly ethical and professional manner that is fitting of the 

position.  

Sixty years ago, the public placed much faith and confidence in the integrity of 

those in authority. Although hippies questioned authority in the 1960s, many believe 

that the erosion of trust in elected officials began in the 1970s with the Watergate 

scandal and its subsequent cover-up by the president of the United States. 

Unfortunately, the public is no longer stunned to hear of leaders acting in blatant self-

interest (Robbins, 2000). In addition, the recent Enron and WorldCom scandals have 

brought attention to the unscrupulous acts of boards in the corporate world, acts that are 

not unique to the private sector.  

The Chronicle of Higher Education often reports cases of college and university 

boards engaging in inappropriate, unprofessional, and unethical behavior that leads to 

low employee morale, at best and criminal indictments, at worst. For example: 
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• The Auburn University Board of Trustees continues to experience difficulties 

associated with a request  made to its accrediting agency, the Southern 

Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), three years ago to assess the 

Board’s performance, a request that came amid votes of no-confidence in the 

Board by nine university groups representing faculty, students, staff, and alumni. 

Some of the reasons cited for the votes of no-confidence included board 

members taking part in business deals that resulted in conflicts of interest and 

the improper dismissal of a president (Pulley, 2003).  

• The former chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, who 

is described as a skilled negotiator and political operative, annoyed fellow 

trustees by instructing university administrators to provide an office for the 

board, with remodeling costs reportedly totaling $100,000 (the chair donated 

most of the furniture); by acknowledging that he helped an old friend secure a 

job as one of the university’s lawyers (the friend is also a client of the 

chairman’s lobbying firm), and by issuing a public letter stating the university’s 

interest in taking charge of a new $115 million library and museum prior to 

discussing the project with the board (Schmidt, 2002).  

Community colleges are not immune to unethical and illegal behavior by 

presidents and board members, a fact that can be attested to by one Texas institution. 

The past two years have been tumultuous for the State Community College District 

(SCCD) (a pseudonym) Board of Trustees, with two sitting board members and the 

former chair being indicted on charges of corruption and the interim chancellor being 

replaced amid allegations of misconduct (TCPA, 2003). Another board member 
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resigned a day before he was to give a deposition in a lawsuit seeking his removal from 

office due to alleged incompetence and official misconduct based on repeated absences 

from board meetings.  

With a new chancellor and board chair in place, as well as three recently 

appointed trustees, the Board is optimistic as it sets its sights on the future; it is 

undergoing a transformation to regain the trust and confidence of the community and 

return to its role of governing an institution of higher education.  

 

Context of Study 

Organizations are complex, multifaceted and paradoxical with difficulties 

exacerbated by today’s fast-paced environment; thus, leading, under the best of 

circumstances is challenging (Morgan, 1998).  Governance is about leadership and 

ensuring that an organization is effectively and properly run (NCVO, n.d.), and it is the 

charge of the board of trustees to project a vision, infuse an organization with a mission 

(Carver, 1997), ensure compliance with policy and the law, and formulate plans and 

policies to achieve the organization’s objectives (NCVO, n.d.).      

In reference to trustees and their ethical dilemmas, Dr. George Vaughan likened 

such dilemmas to dragons “lurking on the street corner, at the service club meeting, in 

the coffee shop, at the office, in the college boardroom, or any place that trustees 

frequent” (as cited in Sherman, 1999, p. 1).  In his book, Essentials of Good Board/CEO 

Relations, Dr. Vaughan A. Sherman (1999) writes that a college will experience great 

things when it has a united leadership that personifies ethical behavior, one that presents 
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itself to students, staff and the community as an entity that is grounded in integrity and 

good ethical principles.  

 Effectiveness of trustees is contingent upon board processes, orientation, 

training and evaluation; principles that are addressed by the philosophies of Dr. John 

Carver. The Carver Policy Governance Model® has been accepted internationally as a 

leader in the universal theory of governance. According to Carver’s Policy Governance 

Model in Nonprofit Organizations, the model espouses that greater effectiveness in the 

governing role requires board members first to understand governance in a new way 

and then to be disciplined enough to behave in a new way. It also requires that boards 

become far more enlightened and more competent as a group, focusing on the concept 

of the board as a group, rather than as individual board members.  

Carver’s ten basic principles of trusteeship are as follows: 

1. Boards exist to represent the “ownership” of the college, which may be the 

local community, region, and/or state. The first responsibility of the board is 

to define and connect with the ownership. 

2. Boards have authority only as corporate units; individual trustees have no 

individual power to govern the institution or direct staff. 

3. Board directions are expressed as policy, which express the values and 

perspectives of the board. Making policy is the second job responsibility of a 

board.  

4. In making policy, boards start with large policy statements and 

systematically narrow their policy statements a step at a time, until they are 

comfortable with any reasonable interpretation staff may make.  
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5. Boards define and delegate authority to staff rather than react to and ratify 

staff proposals. They are not involved in managing operations, staff, or 

facilities. 

6. A pivotal duty of governance is to determine the ends (the desired results) of 

the organization. Ends define what good is produced for which people, at 

what cost, and are contained in the ends policy category. 

7. Boards address the “means” used to achieve the ends by defining the ethical 

and prudent boundaries beyond which staff must not go. These definitions 

are the executive limitations policies.  

8. Boards define their own responsibilities and standards for board practice in 

the governance process policies. 

9. Boards define relationships with management and staff that are empowering, 

responsible, and clear. The relationships are stated in board-staff relationship 

policies. 

10. Executive performance is monitored rigorously against policy criteria. The 

third job responsibility of the board is to assure institutional and executive 

performance through monitoring progress toward ends and adherence to 

limitations (Smith, 2000, p. 45). 

According to Dr. Cindra Smith (2000), author of Trusteeship in Community 

Colleges, for trustees to be successful, they must be committed to the work of the board 

as a whole and …“have a positive, visionary attitude, communicate well, use influence 

appropriately, and wish to serve the public good” (p. 27).  
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A snapshot of the SCCD Board of Trustees two years ago would find a Board 

engaged in behaviors that contradicted most principles of effective governance and a 

college district suffering the consequences; when the public perceives that a trustee is 

benefiting from a conflict of interest, governance and the college suffer (Davis, 2003). 

Many of the problems came to light in the summer of 2002 when the college terminated 

a $1.2 million architectural contract amid allegations that a member of the firm had 

made a financial contribution to a trustee’s political campaign around the same time the 

contract was being awarded (Lowery, 2002).  

 Prior to that time, in September 2001 and again in May 2002, the Texas State 

Comptroller’s Office received two requests to conduct a Texas School Performance 

Review (TSPR) of the State Community College District; one request from the board 

secretary and the second from a state representative (TCPA, 2003). The TSPR 

Executive Summary for the District cited allegations of financial mismanagement, 

overspending, hiring irregularities, and possible illegal activities as some of the reasons 

a review was requested.  

The review reported numerous findings, including the lack of training offered to 

board members both at the beginning of their term and thereafter. According to the 

report, trustees were not aware that the district had a policy related to orientation, which 

included a mandatory training with noted requirements, such as a minimum number of 

hours and specific topics to be addressed. Newer trustees indicated that they had 

received a brief orientation limited to information related to district operations (TCPA, 

2003).  
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In September 2002, two months after the architectural contract was terminated, 

it was announced that the SCCD chancellor and the board would “part ways” after the 

chancellor’s 10-year tenure with the district (Flores, 2002c, p. 1B). The local newspaper 

cited reasons such as the chancellor giving himself a 10% raise without informing the 

board, a costly botched land deal for a new campus, and matters related to the 

chancellor having dinner with a prospective board member to discuss a proposed land 

deal for the college (Flores, 2002a).   

The troubles surrounding the architectural contract reached new heights when 

the Texas Rangers seized records and a computer from the architect, who became the 

focus of a grand jury investigation into public corruption. The architect allegedly paid 

$5,000 to one community college trustee, through the former board chair, in exchange 

for his support on a contract (Flores, 2002b). The contract was for a construction project 

in which the general contractor came highly recommended by the architect. The first 

bids, in which the general contractor was not selected, were shelved and a second 

bidding process transpired, circumventing involvement by district purchasing personnel. 

The general contractor was awarded the contract as a result of the second process, but 

declined to accept the job due to the firing of the architect and board divisiveness 

(Tedesco, 2002a).     

The political scandal filled the airwaves, with the district frequently making 

headlines. Throughout the period leading up to the indictments, it was evident that 

district and board practices were not consistent with district policy. Contrary to the 

policy, some board members had routinely contacted staff members requesting 

information and issuing directives on how to manage departments. Despite repeated 
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warnings from legal counsel as to the perils of micromanaging, board members had 

continued to contact staff members requesting information or issuing instructions and 

Human Resource staff were pressured by individual board members to reprimand or fire 

employees  (TCPA, 2003). 

As the board struggled with its challenges, ethics and lack of trust were of grave 

concern. Board members publicly accused one another of secretly taping private 

conversations and of engaging in physical intimidation, political subversion, mental 

harassment, and abuses of power. For instance, one board member and the chancellor 

filed police reports against another board member claiming threats were made against 

them (Flores, 2002a). They alleged harassment and physical intimidation and had a 

strained and confrontational relationship with the accused board member. Board 

members also reported a history of divisiveness, which was evidenced by numerous five 

to four votes and acknowledgment by all board members that political alliances had 

been formed to block and subvert the efforts of rival board members. Some trustees 

complained that other trustees refused to communicate with them and that they 

suspected some members had pursued conflicting interests while serving on the board 

(TCPA, 2003).              

At one meeting in January 2003, a board member took the podium during the 

citizens-to-be-heard segment of the board meeting, reporting that he was addressing the 

audience as a citizen because he had been unsuccessful in trying to get his item on the 

regular agenda (Lauricella, 2003). Other problems developed when board members 

attempted to place items on the agenda without the requisite three signatures needed to 
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do so, and trustees were asked to vote on agenda items they had become aware of only 

minutes prior to the meeting (TCPA, 2003).    

On October 23, 2002, after a 10-month investigation by the Texas Rangers, the 

Office of the District Attorney, and a state grand jury, two SCCD trustees and the 

former chair were indicted on charges ranging from organized criminal activity, bribery, 

conspiracy to commit bribery, and money laundering, to conspiracy to commit abuse of 

office (Stinson, 2002; Tedesco, 2002b). The acting chancellor and the chairman of the 

board released a statement expressing their disappointment, emphasizing that the 

indictments were based on the actions of a few and acknowledged that they would 

support and cooperate with the investigation (KSAT, n.d.). Dubbed Black Wednesday 

by the San Antonio Express News, by days end the city witnessed nine individuals 

arrested and indicted, most of whom were city elected officials.  

Days after the indictments, the board held a retreat to discuss the future of the 

district leadership, including naming the acting chancellor as interim chancellor (Flores, 

2002d). Every step taken by the board was closely scrutinized by the media, with daily 

updates appearing in the newspaper and local news. In early 2003, as coverage began to 

wane, a district employee reported to board members that the interim chancellor had 

violated district policies by purchasing plants for personal use through college means 

and not paying sales tax when he reimbursed the college for the purchase (Flores, 

2003). Although trustees cited poor judgment rather than malicious intent for the action, 

the incident further exacerbated the leadership troubles and damaged the already low 

level of public confidence.  
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The last major incident to plague the SCCD was the resignation of a board 

member who missed 16 consecutive meetings and 24 of 33 meetings in 2003. He 

resigned one day before a court date in which reportedly the county district attorney was 

to invoke a seldom-used statute that allows the state to remove an elected official due to 

incompetence or official misconduct (Rodriguez, 2004). 

By fall 2003, two board members had been replaced and the board had hired a 

new interim chancellor from out-of-state; by spring 2004, a third trustee had resigned 

and a replacement appointed.  

When an entity such as a board of trustees encounters the challenges faced by 

the State Community College District (SCCD), the key role of leadership is to recognize 

that conflict can serve both positive and negative functions and to find ways to use 

conflict as an energizing force (Morgan, 1998).   In his book, Images of Organization, 

Gareth Morgan (1998) writes:  

Conflict can encourage self-evaluation and conventional wisdom. It may 
cause a certain degree of pain within an organization, but can also do 
much to stimulate learning and change. It can help an organization keep 
abreast of a changing environment and be a source of constant 
innovation. (p. 175)          

 The SCCD Board of Trustees is in a period of transformation and has been for 

almost two years as it grapples with one difficulty after another. The changes it has and 

continues to implement, either formally or informally, will undoubtedly help the board 

as it works toward once again effectively leading the district. As such, the steps taken 

produced the changes needed for the board to feel confident in seeking public support 

for a bond election in February 2005.   
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Statement of the Problem 

 Two years ago the SCCD Board of Trustees was in a state of disarray. Through 

strong leadership and implementation of key governance principles, a transformation 

has taken place. Consequently, the district sought support from the community for a 

$450 million bond package. What steps were taken individually and collectively to 

implement change? Were the steps taken consistent with the theories of 

transformational leadership, and how did the outcomes align with the principles of 

effective governance, as characterized by the policy governance model?   

 

Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to examine the transformation of a community 

college district governing board over a two-year period (11/02-11/04) and how the 

transition aligned with the theories of transformational leadership and, ultimately, the 

ten basic principles of trusteeship as defined by the Carver Policy Governance Model®. 

Through examining the actions, behaviors, and thought processes of those involved in 

the transformation, namely board members and administrators, the researcher 

determined whether the Board of Trustees achieved its current level of effectiveness by 

espousing normative principles of transformational leadership or whether they applied 

other concepts.    
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Definition of Terms 

 Carver Policy Governance Model® or policy governance model is the 

governance model developed by Dr. John Carver based on principles of effective 

governance and designed to enable strategic leadership by governing boards. For 

purposes of this study, Carver’s 10 principles of trusteeship listed in the introduction 

and the literature review of this dissertation was used as the basis for determining board 

effectiveness. Note:  Carver has registered the term Policy Governance as a specific set 

of board-management concepts and principles. For convenience, the ® symbol was used 

when defining the model and in the first use of the term (Smith, 2000).   

 Governing board, board of trustees and board (to be used interchangeably) is 

the legal body responsible for the institution and for policymaking (SACS, 2000). 

Individuals comprising the body will be referred to as member(s), board member(s), or 

trustee(s).       

 

Research Questions 

1. What were the goals of the board at the onset of the transformation process 

(11/02)? 

2. What steps were taken individually and collectively to implement change? 

3. Did the steps taken align with the theories of transformational leadership and 

how do the outcomes relate to the principles of the policy governance 

model?     
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Assumptions 

 The researcher based this study on the assumptions that: 

1. All sitting Board Members were committed to implementing positive 

changes leading to effective board governance; 

2. The Board of Trustees was in a state of organizational chaos in November 

2002; 

3. The 10 basic principles of trusteeship defined by the policy governance 

model developed by John Carver are a sound gauge by which board 

effectiveness can be measured. 
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Limitations 

 Limitations of the study include: 

1. The term of service for board members is staggered; therefore, newer 

members will have limited reference related to the transition prior to being 

elected or appointed to their position.  Trustees serving prior to 11/02 can 

provide insight into the state of the board and the transformation that took 

place between 11/02 and 11/04.  

2. Only sitting board members were interviewed.  

3. The researcher’s position as an intern in the district may have biased the 

responses of the participants. 

4. The study was limited to a two-year time period; significant incidents may 

have occurred prior to the period being studied. 

5. The researcher may have encountered challenges associated with 

interviewing people in positions of power. They may have been too busy to 

participate or not be accustomed to relinquishing control to an interviewer 

(Seidman, 1998).     

 

Summary 

 By fall 2002, confidence and public trust in the SCCD Board of Trustees had 

waned significantly due to the questionable circumstances surrounding the resignation 

of the chancellor, the indictments of two board members and the former chairman of the 

board, and other behavior that although not illegal, was unethical and morally corrupt. 
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Reported incidents of rampant neglect and violation of policies and procedures had left 

the SCCD infrastructure vulnerable and ineffectual, in a state of organizational chaos. 

The city followed the political scandal with great interest and fervor; reading the local 

paper to stay abreast of new indictments and guilty pleas.  

 In the end, the former board chairman pled guilty to conspiracy to commit abuse 

of office and be sentenced to 1-year probation, a $500 fine and community service; one 

board member pled no contest and receive a sentence of 1-year of deferred adjudication; 

one was sentenced to 12 years in prison  on a bribery conviction and served time in state 

prison (McCollough, 2004); and another board member resigned at the request of the 

county district attorney due to incompetence and official misconduct after missing 16 

consecutive board meetings and 24 of 33 meetings in 2003. The chancellor and vice 

chancellor resigned, the in-house general counsel was replaced, and another 

administrator was charged with first-degree felony theft, misapplication by a fiduciary, 

and money laundering (Covo, 2005) and pled guilty to misappropriating over $900,000 

(Bower, 2005).   

 Members of a community college board have a responsibility to serve in the best 

interest of the public and should be “committed to proper use of their authority and to 

decorum consistent with maintaining the integrity and discipline of board leadership” 

(Carver, 1997, p. 128). Fundamental principles must exist for a board to govern 

effectively; if such principles are not upheld by all trustees, devastation ensues, as 

evidenced by the SCCD calamity. Quite simply, board effectiveness is contingent upon 

a commitment to the institutional mission; understanding and emulating the 

characteristics needed to be successful, such as those defined by Carver, is the first step.  
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 “To rule is easy, to govern, difficult” (Sternberg, 1994, p. 228). Shifting from 

old paradigms to new is difficult for most organizations, but doing so can generate a 

renewed spirit in working toward effective, strategic leadership (Carver, 1997). The 

resolve of the SCCD trustees to regain public trust and support has served as the 

impetus to implement the changes needed to govern the district effectively. The 

unwavering commitment to effective governance has proven stronger than the 

challenges faced by the board as they engaged in the transformation process over the 

past two years.        
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Board Governance 

In her book, Trusteeship in Community Colleges, Cindra Smith (2000) writes 

that the authorities she referenced share commonalities related to identifying 

characteristics of high-performing institutions. All place an emphasis on the 

responsibilities of a board to shape and support the institutional mission, to focus on 

broad and strategic policy issues, and to function as a unit. They also emphasize 

maintaining a strong partnership with the CEO, understanding the community and the 

institution and monitoring how effectively the college is fulfilling its goals.  

According to Smith (2000), for trustees to be successful, they must be 

committed to the work of the board as a whole and …“have a positive, visionary 

attitude, communicate well, use influence appropriately, and wish to serve the public 

good” (p. 27). She goes on to say that the following list of actions lead to individual 

responsibility, thus contributing to the effectiveness of the board as a whole: 

• Trustees work as a member of the board unit, 

• make being a trustee a priority, 

• understand their role and the college, 

• know the community and represent its best interests, 

• are visionary and thoughtful, 

• support the college’s pursuit of its mission, 
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• act with integrity and respect, use influence effectively, and 

• avoid conflicts of interest. (Smith, 2000, p. 28) 

Under the Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT) Standards of 

Good Practice, some of the principles offered to boards in support of effective 

community college governance are:  

• That it derives its authority from the community and that it must always act 

as an advocate on behalf of the entire community;  

• That it must clearly define and articulate its role;  

• That it is responsible for creating and maintaining a spirit of true cooperation 

and a mutually supportive relationship with its CEO;  

• That it always strives to differentiate between external and internal processes 

in the exercise of its authority;  

• That its trustee members should engage in a regular and ongoing process of 

in-service training and continuous improvement;  

• That its trustee members come to each meeting prepared and ready to debate 

issues fully and openly;  

• That its trustee members vote their conscience and support the decision or 

policy made; 

• That it honestly debates the issues affecting its community and speaks with 

one voice once a decision or policy is made;  

• That its behavior, and that of its members, exemplify ethical behavior and 

conduct that is above reproach. (ACCT, 2003, p. 3) 
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That its behavior, and that of its members, exemplify ethical behavior and 

conduct that is above reproach. Early on, public service in American political life was 

considered a high-calling, a noble profession, a purpose parents encouraged children to 

pursue as they would medicine or law. Respect for those in public service has eroded 

over the years, some argue it began with Nixon’s fall in 1975 and others blame the 

phenomena on modern technology, the media, and society’s vast interest in scandalous 

behavior (Pride & Richardson, 1995).  

Thomas Jefferson said, “When a man assumes a public trust, he should consider 

himself as public property,” and although all public officials claim to be servants of and 

for the people, incidents of corruption and abandonment of ethical standards are 

frequent as elected officials take advantage of positions of leadership (Pride & 

Richardson, 1995, p. 649).  

An effective board does not just happen. As noted thus far by authorities such as 

Smith (2000), ACCT, and Carver, fundamental principles of governance that provide 

the foundation for effective trusteeship must be practiced for strong board leadership. 

To this end, nothing is more critical to the success of a board than the ability to rely on 

the complete integrity of each board member and the board as a whole; and the ability 

to trust that they say what they mean and seek a deeper level of integrity in their words 

and actions, for less than ethical behavior harms the institution, the president, and the 

community (Sherman, 1999; Wheatley, 1999). Trust among board members is essential 

for the board to function properly and achieve its full potential (Eadie, 2001).   

The concept of leadership is continuously changing and encompasses a broad 

range of beliefs and theories. For instance, the term itself is used to characterize both 
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Ghandi and Hitler. Interestingly, the term itself is typically associated with integrity, 

morals and values. Good leadership is almost superfluous in that there is an expectation 

that leadership is inherently good and that bad leadership implies no leadership (Burns, 

2003).      

For purposes of this case study, the researcher has selected John Carver’s Ten 

Basic Principles of Trusteeship as the gauge for measuring board effectiveness. This 

decision is based on Carver’s internationally recognized status as an authority in 

governance and the comprehensive nature of the principles. Community colleges 

throughout the nation are studying—and a significant number are adopting—the method 

of governance set forth by Carver. Although principles of traditional community college 

governance are comparable, Carver has codified much of what has been general practice 

in governance (Sherman, 1999). The principles are as follows: 

1. Boards exist to represent the “ownership” of the college, which may be the 

local community, region, and/or state. The first responsibility of the board is 

to define and connect with the ownership. 

2. Boards have authority only as corporate units; individual trustees have no 

individual power to govern the institution or direct staff. 

3. Board directions are expressed as policy, which express the values and 

perspectives of the board. Making policy is the second job responsibility of a 

board.  

4. In making policy, boards start with large policy statements and 

systematically narrow their policy statements a step at a time, until they are 

comfortable with any reasonable interpretation staff may make.  
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5. Boards define and delegate authority to staff rather than react to and ratify 

staff proposals. They are not involved in managing operations, staff, or 

facilities. 

6. A pivotal duty of governance is to determine the ends (the desired results) of 

the organization. Ends define what good is produced for which people, at 

what cost, and are contained in the Ends policy category. 

7. Boards address the “means” used to achieve the Ends by defining the ethical 

and prudent boundaries beyond which staff must not go. These definitions 

are the Executive Limitations policies.  

8. Boards define their own responsibilities and standards for board practice in 

the Governance Process policies. 

9. Boards define relationships with management and staff that are empowering, 

responsible, and clear. The relationships are stated in Board-Staff 

Relationship policies. 

10. Executive performance is monitored rigorously against policy criteria.  

The third job responsibility of the board is to assure institutional and executive 

performance through monitoring progress toward Ends and adherence to Limitations 

(Smith, 2000). 

The success, or failure, of an organization depends on how effective the board is 

at identifying the challenges and opportunities presented in a rapidly changing 

environment and taking action. It is not a matter of whether the institution will change, 

for the world will inevitably see to that through environmental forces that can be painful 

and expensive (Eadie, 2001). Thus, two years ago, the SCCD board was faced with the 
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challenge of implementing the changes needed to prevail over immense adversity, 

regain the respect of the community, and successfully transition toward becoming a 

highly effective board. 

 

Chaos 

Physics, as in the study of organizational behavior systems, in this case a board, 

sometimes enters a state of chaos, then a dissipative state, which allows them to create 

new patterns of stability in higher level, more complex, state of existence (Pasmore, 

1994, p. 258). A system is defined as chaotic when it becomes impossible to know what 

it will do next. The system never behaves the same way twice, but as chaos theory 

shows, if we look at such a system over time, it demonstrates an inherent orderliness 

(Wheatley, 1999).  

Order emerges from chaos and should be used as a creative force; it comes from 

within. Leaders can easily become preoccupied with common organization events such 

as change, chaos, and entrenched behaviors, but one should recognize that 

organizations, or as in this case a board, are living systems, possessing the same 

capacity to adapt and grow that is common to all life. The confusion and chaos we fear 

should not be perceived as adversaries out to destroy the organization, but rather as a 

source of new order and awakened creativity (Wheatley, 1999). Conflict challenges 

conventional wisdom and can serve as a source of constant innovation (Morgan, 1998).    

If leaders are committed to implementing positive changes leading to greater 

effectiveness, as noted under Assumptions in chapter 1, then from chaos the only course 
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is forward, toward a means of greater functionality and of finding ways to exist amidst 

more complex, interrelated actions and consequences. When the time comes, and 

change is inevitable, the key is to remember that significant change, even when it is 

desirable, takes time (Pasmore, 1994). Leaders of organizational systems need to be 

able to trust that something as simple as a clear core of values and vision, kept in 

motion through continuing dialogue, can lead to order (Wheatley, 1999).

 

Implementing Change 

ACCT states that effective boards engage in a continuing process of evaluation 

of their performance. They do so in order to identify where they are performing well as 

a board and where they might improve (ACCT, 2003; Pasmore, 1994). To begin the 

transformation process, members of an entity must perform a self-assessment to 

determine where they are and the outcome they hope to achieve (Roueche, Baker & 

Rose, 1989). Conflict can encourage self-evaluation and challenge conventional 

wisdom (Morgan, 1998).  

Although a college may not necessarily adopt a formal governance model, such 

as Carver’s Policy Governance Model, at a minimum, adhering to the principles is 

crucial. Change is difficult and adopting, or updating, a governance model can be 

likened to “the impossible dream,” as noted by Doug Eadie (2001), author of 

Extraordinary Board Leadership.”  

Getting your board involved in updating its governing model is likely to 
be a daunting challenge. The impossible dream is that a majority of your 
board one day will decide to take its governing leadership to the next 
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level, will enlist the CEO in supporting the process, and will set aside the 
necessary time” (Eadie, 2001, p. 29).  

He continues that in reality, boards seldom take the initiative to develop their leadership 

for four basic reasons: 

1. Board members are typically exceedingly busy volunteers who have enough 

trouble keeping up with their current governing responsibilities, much less 

tackling the complex job of strengthening their governing capacity. 

2. Once board members learn the ropes, whether right or wrong, they become 

set in their ways (Eadie, 2001; Robbins, 2000; Roueche, et al., 1989). 

3. Many people, including board members, tend to fear change (Eadie, 2001; 

Robbins, 2000; Roueche, et al., 1998) and are satisfied with the status quo 

(Pasmore, 1994). 

4. The whole idea of getting involved in updating the board’s governing model 

sounds too abstract and academic. Board members are also far more 

concerned about how well the organization performs than about how well 

the board performs (p. 31).   

When some members of a board do not espouse the fundamental principles of 

board leadership, the results can be chaos and in organizational disarray. Without a 

movement toward transformation, it is unlikely that the board or organization will 

emerge as a successful or effective body.    

In general, most individuals are resistant to change, and in a sense, it could be 

considered a positive as it provides stability and predictability within an organization. It 

has also been noted that organizations that have historically experienced lengthy periods 
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of success tend to be particularly resistant to change (Miller, 1994, p. 325). Although 

that is one approach to considering change, resisting change can prove detrimental to 

the progress and success of an organization. As General George Patton once said, “You 

cannot resist change—successfully” (Axelrod, 1999, p. 125). Resistance to change also 

comes in various forms, such as overt, implicit, immediate, or deferred. Resistance is 

easy to recognize and respond to when it is overt and immediate. It is the implicit and 

deferred resistance that can potentially cause problems for an organization (Robbins, 

2000). Change influences many elements within an entity, with the largest changes 

affecting the human systems, in the talents and flexibility of people and the 

relationships among them (Pasmore, 1994). As we work to effect change, it is crucial to 

remember that we are working with a web of relations, not machines; everything comes 

into form because of relationships (Wheatley, 1999).    

The truth of the matter is that status quo is an illusion; organizations are 

constantly in motion and are never in a state of complete respite from change. Although 

an organization may be seemingly unchanged, strategies, human and capital resources, 

and the competition are constantly changing. If an entity or organization is to implement 

change, many aspects of the status quo must be undone (Pasmore, 1994).  

There are no shortcuts to change; the task is arduous and deliberate, but the 

outcomes can be immense. William Pasmore (1994), Professor of Organizational 

Behavior at Case Western Reserve, wrote:     

As each person learns, the potential of the organization increases; and as 
everyone learns, the organization will begin to make progress. 
Eventually, the system will be transformed; it will reach a dissipative 
stage in which the combined potential of its members is released to allow 
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a new way of operation to appear feasible for the first time. Once tried, 
the only path is ahead, toward more of the same. Further implementation 
produces greater rewards, and obstacles give way to the gather force of 
change. (p. 262) 

 

Transition Theories  

Organizations and organizational problems can be approached and perceived in 

many different ways. Morgan (1998) writes: “Limit your seeing and your thinking and 

you limit your range of action. Limit your range of action and you limit your 

effectiveness” (p. 299). To understand the dynamics of transition theories and 

organizational dynamics, different principles and elements must be explored.  

In addition to aiding our understanding of how we engage and construct 

organizational reality, theories of transitional phenomena also offer a compelling 

perspective on the role of the unconscious in shaping and resisting change. The 

contributions of transition theories to organizational change and development are 

significant and suggest that change will occur only when…"people are prepared to 

relinquish what they hold dear for the purpose of acquiring something new or can find 

ways of carrying what they value in the old into the new" (Morgan, 1998).  

As noted in the earlier section on chaos, within a complex system, resources for 

change can be found in randomness, diversity, and instability (Morgan, 1998; Wheatley, 

1999). In looking at the framework for guiding and managing transition, or change, 

Morgan (1998) notes five key principles that should be followed. 

    1. Rethink what we mean by organization, especially the nature of hierarchy 

and control. A major difficulty in transition lies in having those in authority relinquish 
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control and allow patterns of change to emerge. This can prove challenging when a 

system is accustomed to existing within structure, hierarchy and other traditional modes 

of control. This is not to say that all organizational structure will cease to exist, but 

rather it will develop from the processes and find its own form. It should also be 

understood that the patterns that evolve may be temporary conditions or outcomes that 

result from the process. Thus, the mindset is to maintain flexibility and flow with the 

outcomes of the transition, rather than attempt to direct or control the process, as in 

more traditional approaches.       

Systems have traditionally looked at structure as a type of protector, a shield 

from unknown forces. Protocols/policies are established for fear that the organization 

will become fragile and crumble. With transition, forms change, but the mission 

remains clear. Structures emerge, but only as temporary solutions that facilitate rather 

than interfere (Morgan, 1998; Wheatley, 1999).      

 2. Learn the art of managing and changing context. This suggests that 

transformational change ultimately involves the creation of “new contexts” that can 

break the hold of dominant attractor patterns in favor of new ones. Systems can fall 

under the constraints of different types of attractors, or influences, and it is these 

attractors that have the ability to guide energies into new configurations. To illustrate 

this point, mathematician and meteorologist Edward Lorenz developed the following 

diagram of attractor patterns and organizational change: 
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W hat are the forces locking
an organization into its
existing “attractor” Pattern?

Structures?
Hierarchies?
Rules?
Controls?
Culture?
Defensive routines?
Power relations?
Psychic traps?

Is the “attractor”
appropriate? Should it
be changed?

If change is required,
how is the transition
from  one attractor to
another to be achieved?
How can sm all changes
be used to create large
effects?

W hat are the ground
rules of the new
attractor going to
be?
How can we m anage
“edge of chaos” of
stage 2 while
rem aining open to
em ergent self-
organization?

 

Figure 2.1 – Lorenz Attractor Patterns and 
Organizational Change 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source:  Morgan, Gareth (1998). Images of 
Organization:  The Executive Edition, p. 228 

 

To break from the power of an established, undesired attractor, a new context 

must be found. This can be achieved through various means, such as by exploring the 

viability of new innovations, highlighting new forms of emerging competition or 

addressing fiscal realities. Changing the context can also be found through mobilizing 
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key individuals for specific projects or assessing areas of responsibility. Implementation 

of these strategies is not accomplished under the control of one person, but rather the 

new information, new experiences, and new criteria will find its own form. Resistance 

arises when the forces of an established attractor are more powerful than those of a new 

or emergent one, thus the challenge is to shift the balance. The art of creating new 

contexts can help shift the balance by generating a new understanding of a situation or 

by engaging new actions.     

3. Learn how to use small changes to create large effects. The principle behind 

this concept is that small but critical changes at critical times can trigger major 

transforming effects. Logic would lead one to believe that making grand changes will 

result in grand outcomes, but that is not necessarily true. In a complex organization, 

concentrating on a few issues can achieve substantial results incrementally. This can 

occur in two ways, the first being that small changes may serve as the catalyst for major 

changes and secondly, small changes can create a critical mass effect whereby many 

small changes together build an immense force.  

4. Live with continuous transformation and emergent order as a natural state of 

affairs. The underlying theme throughout this section is that form emerges and the 

objective here is to create a space in which coherent self-organization can emerge—

emerge through support and encouragement rather than being dictated. This includes 

becoming skilled in the art of managing boundaries in terms of knowing when limits are 

needed to protect from the infiltration of old mindsets, processes and philosophies and 

knowing when a new initiative should be free to develop. There is a place for 

parameters in that they can influence the course of system evolution.  
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 To be successful is to work with the forces for change. Wheatley (1999) asserts 

that terrible things can and do happen to organizations, and it would serve the 

organization well to work with the forces of change, as opposed to attempting to control 

or resist the change.  Therefore, instead of thinking about problems mechanistically and 

trying to manipulate linear causes and effects, it is more advantageous to develop 

mindsets and skills that focus on recognizing and changing patterns (Morgan, 1998).  

5. Be open to new metaphors that can facilitate processes of self-organization. 

Morgan (1998) writes that new images and metaphors are needed to…"cope with the 

ambiguity, paradox, pressures, and uncertainties that the absence of fixed states and 

clear endpoints entails” (p. 234). He suggests that organizations look to other self-

organizing systems as resources for transitioning to new levels. 

Looking to our surroundings, one finds limitless efficient, self-organizing 

systems that can serve as a resource. For example, one metaphor might be a stream. A 

stream is rich with diversity, with its mud, silt, rocks, plants, and fish, and possesses a 

great capacity to adapt, to change configurations, to let the power shift, to create new 

structures. Organizations need not look far to discover dynamic systems that produce 

outcomes that exceed expectations. Were it not for streams and their differing responses 

and reactions to rock, there would be no Grand Canyon (Wheatley, 1999).  
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Transformational Leadership 

 In Shared Vision:  Transformational Leadership in American Community  

Colleges, Roueche, Baker and Rose (1989), define community college leadership 

as…"the ability to influence, shape, and embed values, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors 

consistent with increased commitment to the unique mission of the community college” 

(pp. 33-34). They add that community college leaders who are most successful are those 

who are committed to actions necessary to bring about appropriate change. Like 

Morgan (1998) and Wheatley (1999), they recognize that with change comes resistance, 

and, therefore, the commitment to long-term results cannot be accomplished solely 

through demands for new processes and methods. Having these fundamental principles 

clearly stated and understood, exploring the means for working toward successful 

transformation follows.  

 An adaptive version of the Proactive Community College President, Triggers 

for Change model developed by Roueche, et al. (1989), Figure 1.2 illustrates the stages 

needed for transformational change. In the first phase, steps toward closure are made 

with a commitment to developing strategies leading to transformational change. Phase 2 

realizes the integral elements of the transition through a shift toward active 

implementation of the strategies.  The third phase offers the context from which the 

changes emerge. Although illustrated as phases, the process is cyclical and never static. 

All the phases require motivation, patience, and a commitment to fundamental change 

(Roueche, et al., 1989).  

Transformational leadership has been described as occurring "when one or more 

persons engages with others in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another 
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to higher levels of motivation and morality” (Roueche, et al., 1989, p. 34). James 

McGregor Burns writes, “Leaders embrace values; values grip leaders. The stronger the 

value systems, the more strongly leaders can be empowered and the more deeply 

leaders can empower followers” (Burns, 2003, p. 211). The transformational journey 

can be arduous, but perseverance and commitment will carry an organization through to 

realizing new beginnings.  

  



Figure 2.2 
 

 
Transformational Leadership  

Steps for Effective Change 
 

Phase I:  Recognizing the Need for Revitalization and New Direction  
 

 
Closure

  

• Review of past performance 
• Reflection on security of past 
• Identified need for change 

  
 

Need for 
Transformation

 

• Strategies to deal with resistance to 
change 

• Action to change organization forms 
• Felt need for change supported by 

value base 
 

  
Phase II:  Creating a New Vision 

 
 
 

Transitions
 

• Mobilization of commitment 
• Participative creation of vision 
• Movement toward collaboration 
• Development of new behavior and 

relationships 
• Speculation about ramifications of 

new visions 
  

 
Phase III:  Institutionalizing Change to Accomplish the Mission 

  

New Beginnings
 

• Creating realignment 
• Reweaving new expectations 
• New solutions 
• Renewed energy 

  
Adapted from The Proactive Community College President and the  

Tichy/Devanna Transformational Leader Model 
Original Source:  Shared Vision:  Transformational Leadership in American Community 
Colleges (1989) 
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Summary 

 Organizations are complex, multifaceted and paradoxical; therefore, leading 

under the best of circumstances is challenging, with difficulties exacerbated in today’s 

fast-paced environment (Morgan, 1998). It is advantageous for an organization to adopt 

governance principles to provide the foundation for effective leadership, such as those 

espoused by the Carver model. For an entity in organizational chaos, a commitment to 

transform is needed to reach ultimately the point where such principles can be 

implemented.  

Change must occur and the success or failure of an organization or system 

depends on how effective the leadership is at identifying challenges and working with 

them to create opportunities. When an organization approaches chaos with trepidation, 

or change with fear, progress and success are improbable. It is the understanding that 

order emerges from chaos that leads to a renewed mindset; a mindset that looks beyond 

traditional structures and embraces flexibility, innovation and creativity.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 METHODOLOGY 

In assessing a practical and logical methodology in which to frame this research, 

the author concluded that a case study would best illustrate the account of the SCCD 

board and provide the means for effectively capturing the data needed to document the 

transformation process.  The pages to follow explain, in detail, why this approach was 

selected, speaks to the measures taken to ensure validity of the research and provides a 

project management plan and timeline.   

 

Overall Approach 

The methodology used for this dissertation was a case study of the 

transformation process of the State Community College Board of Trustees. The overall 

approach taken by the researcher is a qualitative case study. Qualitative study has been 

defined as:   

Qualitative research is multimethod in focus, involving an interpretive, 
naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means that qualitative 
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make 
sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meaning people bring to 
them. Qualitative research involves the studied use and collection of a 
variety of empirical materials—case study, personal experience, 
introspective, life story, interview, observational, historical, interactional, 
and visual texts—that describe routine and problematic moments and 
meanings in individuals’ lives. (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 2)  
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A case study approach was taken because it lends itself to studying a group as an 

entity, through observation, interviews, and review of documents. To do so, Stake 

(1994) recommends collecting the following types of information:   

• The nature of the case 

• Its historical background 

• Other contexts, such as economic, political, legal, and aesthetic 

• Other cases through which this case is recognized 

• Those informants through whom the case can be known (Mertens, 1998, p. 

167).  

 

Site Selection 

A case study is being conducted on the State Community College Board of 

Trustees due to the circumstances surrounding the criminal activity of select board 

members and the transformation made over the course of two years to restore order. The 

steps taken by the board to implement change may serve as a model for other 

institutions experiencing similar challenges.  

 

Data Collection 

Triangulation was used as a means for data collection.  This method involves 

checking information that has been collected from different sources or methods for 

consistency of evidence across sources of data (Mertens, 1998).  
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The primary way to investigate an educational organization or process is 

through the experience of the individuals who make up the organization or carry out the 

process. Interviews provide access to the context of people’s behavior and thereby 

provide a way to understand the meaning of the behavior (Seidman, 1998, p. 4). 

Therefore, the researcher conducted interviews with eight board members and the 

chancellor, one at the onset of the study and another to verify the content of the first 

interview and to provide an opportunity for the researcher to ask any additional 

questions that surfaced as the study progressed (for a list of the interview questions, see 

Appendix A). Interviews with administrators and a journalist were also conducted.   

Four board meetings were observed and newspaper, journal articles, and official 

documents, such as board agendas, meeting minutes, and the SACS report, were 

reviewed. A research journal of all activities, findings, and observations was maintained 

throughout the course of the study.  

The researcher drew upon Dr. Norvell Northcutt’s Interactive Qualitative 

Analysis (IQA) model (2002); therefore, the data analysis included coding based on 

affinities derived from interview transcripts (Northcutt, 2002) and upon techniques and 

theories taken from Dr. Lisa Cary’s Systems of Human Inquiry and Advanced 

Qualitative Analysis courses (Cary, 2003).     

 

Validity, Credibility, and Trustworthiness 

  According to Guba and Lincoln (1989), credibility is equated with internal 

validity, dependability with reliability, and confirmability with objectivity. A researcher 
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should incorporate as many research strategies as possible to enhance credibility, such 

as: 

• triangulation, which involves checking any information that has been 

collected from different sources or methods for consistency of evidence; 

• persistent observation, which suggests a timeframe sufficient enough to 

identify the salient issues within a study; 

• peer debriefing, a process whereby the researcher engages in a discussion of 

findings, conclusions, and analysis with disinterested peer for purposes of 

establishing gaps or searching questions; 

• progressive subjectivity, whereby the researcher monitors her own 

developing constructions and documents the process of change throughout 

the study and engages in discourse with a peer debriefer to verify that the 

researcher has maintained objectivity;  

• member checks is the most important criteria in establishing credibility and 

expects that the researcher will verify with participants the constructions that 

are developing as a result of data collected and analyzed, either through 

formal or informal means (Mertens, 1998).  

The researcher holds that she adhered to all the strategies listed to ensure 

credibility of this study. Some strategies were satisfied through conducting two 

interviews with participants, with a minimum of three weeks between the two 

interviews to allow for idiosyncratic days and to check for internal consistency. Also 

leading to greater trustworthiness, validity, and reliability is that the researcher 
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acknowledges that the interview structure worked to provide an opportunity for 

understanding what was shared and that the goal of the process was to understand how 

the participants understood and made meaning of the experience (Seidman, 1998).  

 In an interview, people’s behavior becomes meaningful and understandable 

when placed in the context of their lives and the lives of those around them. In a 

qualitative study, multiple interviews, the internal consistency and possible external 

consistency of the passages, the syntax, diction, and nonverbal cues, all lead to 

confidence in the authenticity of the process (Seidman, 1998).  

 The study also follows the six norms of scientific research, which include:   

• the use of a valid research design,  

• the researcher is competent to conduct the research,  

• the consequences of the research have been identified,  

• the sample selection is appropriate,  

• all participation is voluntary, and  

• the researcher has informed the participants of any and all risks (Mertens, 

1998).  

The researcher carefully reviewed the Consent to Participate in a Research Study form 

prior to interviews, providing a copy for both the participant and the researcher.  
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Management Plan and Timeline 

 The design, protocol and timeline were negotiated with the chancellor and board 

members and changed accordingly in response to their schedules and concerns (Smith, 

1997). The timeline of the research was: 

 

August 2004 
• Initiated contact with the community college district and verified procedures 

necessary to obtain permission to conduct a study. 

• Discussed proposal with chancellor.  

 

October 2004 
• Received approval of proposal and permission to conduct research at the 

October 19, 2004, board meeting. 

• Observed board meeting. 

• Scheduled initial visit and first interviews with individual board members and 

key personnel. Conducted interviews. 

• Requested and reviewed documents and reports. 

 

November 2004 
• Observed November board meeting. 

• Continued to conduct first interviews.  
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• Began transcribing interview tapes and coding interview transcripts.  

• Developed list of issues and comments needing clarification by participants.  

 

December 2004  
• Observed December board meeting. 

• Continued conducting interviews. 

• Continued to transcribe tapes and review/analyze documents. 

• Continued coding and analyzing interview transcripts. 

• Continued developing list of issues and comments needing clarification by 

participants.   

• Began tentative report of the findings of the study. 

 

January 2005 
• Observed January board meeting. 

• Drafted a tentative report of the findings of the study.  

• Reported back to participants for any final comments and/or corrections.  

 

February 2005 
• Reported back to participants for any final comments and/or corrections.  

• Drafted final report.  

Communication with the chancellor was maintained throughout the process by 

telephone and email.  
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Summary 

 A case study approach was used to examine the transformation process of the 

State Community College District Board of Trustees over a period of two years (11/02 – 

11/04). The transformation of the board from a period of uncertainty to its current level 

of stability and effectiveness provided a tremendous opportunity to study the steps taken 

by the board to achieve greater functionality and orderliness. The researcher was the 

research instrument and used three data collection methods:  interviews, observations, 

and document analysis (Smith, 1997). Research strategies developed by Guba and 

Lincoln (1989) to enhance credibility and trustworthiness of the study were used. 

Research was conducted from October 2004 through February 2005.         
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CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH FINDINGS  

Introduction 

In the chapters thus far, the author has provided an introduction to the SCCD 

board and the perils it faced related to governance.  This chapter recounts the interview 

process and major issues and trends affecting the board and the district.  It also 

examines the relationship between the findings and the theories of transformational 

leadership and the Carver Policy Governance Model. Consequently, these findings will 

provide the answers to the questions central to this study:  what were the goals of the 

board at the onset of the transformation process, what steps were taken individually and 

collectively to implement change, and did the steps align with the theories 

aforementioned?   

Triangulation was used as a means for data collection, a method involving 

checking information that has been collected from different sources or methods for 

consistency of evidence across sources of data (Mertens, 1998).  

Research indicates that the primary way to investigate an educational 

organization or process is through the experience of the individuals who make up the 

organization or carry out the process. Interviews provide access to the context of 

people’s behavior and thereby provide a way to understand the meaning of the behavior 

(Seidman, 1998). Therefore, the researcher conducted interviews with each of the eight 

board members, one at the onset of the study and another to verify the content of the 
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first interview and to provide an opportunity for the researcher to ask any additional 

questions that may have surfaced as the study progressed (for a list of the interview 

questions, see Appendix A). Additional interviews with two college presidents and a 

journalist were conducted based on their close association with the board; their insights 

were invaluable to the research in that the capacity in which they served provided a 

unique perspective to the transformation process—that of the campus and the media.  

Four board meetings were observed and official documents, including board 

agendas, meeting minutes, the SACS report, and the audit performed by the Texas 

Comptroller of Public Accounts were reviewed. A research journal of all activities, 

findings, and observations was maintained throughout the course of the study.  

 

Context and Setting 

STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
As so aptly depicted by Roueche, Ely, and Roueche (2001) in their book, In 

Pursuit of Excellence, community colleges are dedicated to serving and developing their 

communities, to improving America’s workforce, and to encouraging lifelong learning. 

But above all, to being the pathway to a better life for their students, 
taking them from where and how they are when they matriculate to 
where they want to go. They go on to say that community colleges are, 
first and foremost, teaching institutions and colleges of learning. 
(Rouche, Ely, & Roueche, 2001, p. 1)   

Much has changed from the early days of American higher education when 

learning in colonial times was, as stated by Samuel Johnson, the first president of 

Columbia University, “to know God in Jesus Christ, and to love and serve him, in all 
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sobriety, Godliness, and righteousness of life, with a perfect heart, and a willing mind” 

(as cited in Caple, 1996, p. 193). As higher education evolved, the need for institutions 

to become more generalized in definition to serve good citizenship and the broader 

needs of society became more evident (Caple, 1996). Over a century passed before 

educators would overcome the isolation and compartmentalization of tightly bounded 

organizations and develop, instead, a commitment to student learning (Schroeder, 

1996).  

Likewise, two-year institutions have progressed greatly since the 1920’s, when, 

for the junior college, the “primary referent was still the collegiate structure and 

conformity was a goal” (Gleazer, 2003, p. 3). Although the public came to realize the 

value of the locally supported, accessible, affordable institutions, a challenge remained 

in making the case that junior colleges were, in fact, colleges. Making the case was 

somewhat difficult when classes were held in high school buildings, funding was 

channeled through the public school system, and few states had an office at the state 

level devoted specifically to junior colleges.  

When community colleges were established in the mid-1960’s, Dr. Edmund 

Gleazer (2003) described the institutions as the robust offspring of higher and secondary 

education, and few could have anticipated the immense impact they would have on the 

higher education system. In 1965 alone, 52 new colleges opened, thereby beginning a 

new chapter in the annals of higher education.      

The focus of my research, State Community College District (SCCD), holds its 

place in the rich history of higher education. Although what is now the community 

college district was not formed until 1945, two of its four colleges have served the city 
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for almost a century. The oldest college was founded in 1889, and a second was 

established in 1925 (TCPA, 2003). Thus, generations of families have traveled through 

the doors of the institution and have benefited from the educational opportunities.    

The SCCD is located in a large, urban area, with a service area comprised of 

eight counties, the largest with a total population in excess of 1.3 million (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2000). The district is comprised of four colleges, two campuses, and has 

additional teaching locations throughout the city. For the first time, enrollment at SCCD 

exceeded 50,000 students in fall 2004, with an additional 18,000 students enrolled in 

continuing education programs each semester (ACCD, 2004).   

Figures provided by the district indicate a total of 5,803 employees, including 

faculty and staff. Table 4.1 summarizes the employee count by classification for SCCD 

for 2004.  
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Table 4.1 
2004 Employee Count 

 

Employee Classification Employee Count % of Employee Pool 
Administrator 42 0.7% 
Full-time Faculty 779 13.4% 
Professional 323 5.6% 
Technical/Clerical 806 13.9% 
Full-time adjunct faculty 136 2.3% 
Part-time adjunct faculty 1,808 31.1% 
Continuing education instructors 374 6.4% 
Temporary Employees 1,535 26.5% 
Total Employees 5,803 100% 

Source:  SCCD Department of Human Resources 

 

THE GOVERNING BOARD 
Effective governance and leadership in higher education is defined by the 

productive cooperation and interactions of the institution’s elected Board of Trustees, 

the chancellor, and the staff. The board’s role is one of policy development and 

approval ensuring that goals and objectives are set for academics and operations within 

the institution. Boards also approve the plans to implement those policies and provide 

the necessary funding to carry out the plans. The ability of community college boards to 

perform these duties effectively is often determined by their acknowledgment that the 

chancellor is responsible for policy implementation and the planning and execution of 

the day-to-day operations of the college (TCPA, 2003).  

The governing board of the SCCD is comprised of nine members, elected by 

district and serving six-year terms. Elections are held on even-numbered years with a 



rotation of three members elected every two years. The terms of the current board 

members are as follows: 

 

Table 4.2 
Board Terms (as of 12/31/04) 

 

Board Member Term Expires Length of Service as of Spring 2004 
1 2006 2 years 

2* 2006 1 year 

3 2006 10 years 

4 2008 2 years 

5* 2008 2 years 

6 2008 8 years 

7 2010 <1 year 

8** 2010 1 year 

9 2010 <1 year 

*replaced board member who resigned in 2003 
**completing term of former board member who resigned in 2003 

 

Figure 4.1 – Board of Trustees Length of Service 
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As illustrated by Figure 4.1, the board has been almost completely revamped. 

Seven of the nine board members have served less than 2.5 years; four of those seven 

have served 1.5 years or less. Occupations for the board members are reported as:  

physician, real estate management, graduate student and business owner, insurance 

agent, public school principal, radiology professor, retired general contractor, retired air 

force and attorney.  

 

Institutional Changes and Major Issues 

TRENDS 
The district has experienced massive changes in its leadership over the past two 

years. Although the four college presidents have remained the same, the chancellor, the 

two vice-chancellors and five board members started in 2002 or thereafter.  

Surprisingly, enrollment at the four colleges within the SCCD continued to 

increase, despite the challenges faced by the board. Enrollment at the district increased 

41% from 1998 to 2004, when it exceeded 50,000 students. Currently, portable 

buildings are being erected and new buildings are under construction to accommodate 

the growing masses of students. One of the colleges within the District, which last year 

was named the fastest growing two-year institution by the American Association of 

Community Colleges, has been forced to place 15 portable buildings to house its 

students.      
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Transformation Process 

KEY FACTORS 
 Board Member Resignations.  The research confirmed that in order for the 

transformation to begin, certain board members had to resign. The board as a whole 

could not make progress or address academic and district priorities until those trustees 

involved in unethical, unprofessional and sometimes criminal activity resigned from the 

board. Three days after two board members and the former board chair were indicted, 

the board held a retreat to discuss the future leadership of the district (Flores, 2002d).  

I also think the members of the board who were a part of that early 
experience that remain with us, were very, very concerned about the 
image of the board, of the image of the organization. After the 
indictments and after the resignations, they were eager to try to rebuild 
or to build, if they could, a positive image of this organization  
(Participant Transcript). 

 New Board Members. For all practical purposes, the SCCD has a completely 

new board in place (see figure 4.1) and therefore, the majority of current trustees had no 

relationship with the individuals involved in the scandal. The implications of this are 

that the board may be perceived as “the new board” and are less likely to be associated 

with the tainted past, and new trustees have the ability to re-energize the board and the 

district, thereby accelerating the progress. 

 Media.  The role of the media was another key factor in the transformation 

process. Although some participants regarded the media as a positive influence and 

others as a negative, all participants spoke to the role of the media in the process. Three 

trustees stated that their involvement with the district developed out of frustration after 
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reading the newspaper articles regarding the scandals or watching the coverage on 

television.  

If the media hadn’t been there to uncover this, people would still not be 
aware of what was going on, of the turmoil, all the indictments and who 
was responsible...and it’s also important for them to let the people know 
that SCCD is on the right track.   

 

I mean it was so fast.  I started asking questions because the paper stirred 
it up and in the process of the answers I was getting, I couldn’t believe it. 
I had been involved in community service and community activities for 
probably 10 or 15 years at that time just as a citizen, but the paper gave 
me cause to look into it and when I looked into it, there was a huge need 
for somebody to come in there that’s…used to making…hard 
decisions…I had no dog in the hunt, so I went for it and I had seven 
opponents and I won.  

 

As a citizen you can sit there and—I was great at critiquing things, I still 
am and I was like, “Hey, what’s the matter with him, he should do it this 
way or that way.” What kind of position is that to take? I’m at home, and 
I’m ranting and raving at the news. Well, it’s a different deal when you 
get involved and step up.  

 

It’s funny, I was watching television one day—it was about March—and 
I just got so ticked off.  I just got up and told my wife, “I’m running for 
the board.” I said, “That’s it. I don’t know who I’m going to run against.  
I’m going to run for the board.” I just got so literally pissed off about 
what was going on that board….  

 

The media, over the past two years, every article they have written, they 
added a caveat addressing the scandal either at the beginning or the end. 
We have been a media bonanza. That’s been one of our biggest hurdles, 
moving the press in the right direction.  
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We have a number of outstanding programs and initiatives taking place 
at SCCD; I don’t think they get sufficient press coverage.  

 

Response Rate 

 All nine of the SCCD board members were contacted with a request to be 

interviewed. Eight of the nine trustees were ultimately interviewed; numerous attempts 

were made to contact the final board member via telephone per the number provided by 

the board liaison, but there was no answer and no means to leave a message or voice 

mail. The telephone number was the only form of contact made available. All trustees 

were provided with researcher contact information.   

 Two campus presidents, the chancellor, and the higher education reporter for the 

local newspaper were also contacted and interviewed for a total of 12 participants.    

 

Interview Procedures 

 Interviews were held over a period of three months, with the initial interviews 

taking place between October 29, 2004 and December 16, 2004. After consulting with 

the district board liaison, it was decided that she would contact the board members 

through her standard means of communication, either via email or telephone. The board 

approved my research at its meeting on October, 2004 and interviews were scheduled 

thereafter.   
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 Participants were asked different questions based on their role and length of time 

with the district. Three questionnaires were developed: one for veteran board members, 

one for those who were newly elected, and one for those involved in the transformation 

process but who did not serve as board members (see Appendix A). Depending on the 

individual, some questions prompted others that were not on the questionnaire.      

 Some research indicated that scheduling interviews with board members could 

prove difficult and that the researcher might encounter challenges associated with 

interviewing people in positions of power. The research went on to say that trustees 

might find they are too busy to participate or not be accustomed to relinquishing control 

to an interviewer (Seidman, 1998). The researcher did not find this to be the case when 

meeting with any of the participants; on the contrary, some board members contacted 

the researcher almost immediately upon receiving the email from the board liaison. 

When called, one board member asked if the interview could be conducted that 

afternoon.  

 The interviews ranged from 30 minutes to 2.5 hours, with the average length 

being one hour. Due to the vast size of the city and the time constraints experienced by 

the interview participants, one common location was not convenient for everyone; 

therefore, the researcher was inordinately flexible with regard to the time and location 

for interviews. Five interviews were conducted at the district office; six in private 

offices or places of employment; and one interview was conducted at the home of the 

trustee. Eleven of the interviews were held during regular business hours; one was held 

during the evening.     
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At the onset of each interview, the researcher reiterated the nature of the study. 

Each board member had received a one-page abstract, as well as a 10-page document 

describing the study prior to asking for board approval to conduct the research. The 

chancellor had also addressed the board personally with information. The researcher 

then reviewed the University of Texas at Austin (UT Austin) Informed Consent to 

Participate in Research form (IRB #2004-08-0028) (see Appendix B) and requested 

signatures on two copies, one as a file copy and the other for the participant. 

Confidentiality, as noted below, was then discussed. Prior to beginning the interviews, 

participants were given an opportunity to ask questions and once questions were 

answered, the tape recorder was started and the interview began. All participants agreed 

to have their interview recorded.  

 

Protection of Participant Confidentiality 

As stated on the UT Austin Informed Consent to Participate in Research form, 

every effort was made to protect the confidentiality of the participants throughout the 

process. Participants were told that research records would not be released without 

consent, unless required by law or a court order. A pseudonym was used to protect the 

identity of the college, taped transcriptions of the sessions are, and will be, kept 

confidential, and no individual identities would be used in any reports or publications 

resulting from the study. Participants were also informed that the data collected during 

the study would be stored in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s private home for a 

year, after which time the tapes would be destroyed.  



 

Transcript Format 

 The format of the transcripts was standard, with each line numbered and 

researcher and participant remarks indicated with a Q (for Question) and A (for 

Answer) respectively. An example is provided in Figure 4.2.  

 
Figure 4.2 

Sample of Transcript Format 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 Q: What year did you begin your first term with ACCD?  
6 A: June of 2002.  
7 Q: Knowing a little bit about the background of the research on governance 
8 and such, in your opinion, what are the three most important principles  
9 needed for effective board governance?  
10         A: Well, one is the clear understanding of the difference between policy 
11 making and administration. The other is the fiscal responsibility of the 
12 system and strategic planning for the future is probably in that mix 
13 somewhere.  
 

 

Qualitative Results 

UNDERSTANDING POLICY GOVERNANCE 
 Methodology.  Using the 12 interview transcripts (see Figure 4.2), the researcher 

conducted an axial code analysis, whereas direct quotes from the interview participants 

were highlighted as they related to particular issues of importance, or affinities (see 

Figure 4.3). As noted in previous chapters, the policy governance principles used for 

purposes of this research are those codified by Carver. 
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Figure 4.3 

Affinities 

 
 

Affinity Name 
 
1. Ownership  
2. Act as a unit 
3. Setting policy 
4. Broad policy statements 
5. Delegate authority 
6. Determine the ends 
7. Address the means 
8. Board standards 
9. Board/staff Relationships 
10. Monitor executive performance 
 

 

A composite Axial Code Table (ACT) was then created, listing the affinity, 

transcript line numbers (participant number: line number from transcript), quotes, and 

researcher notes. This table provided the researcher with a comprehensive look at the 

pertinent comments made during the interviews and the relationship to the affinities. It 

also served as a tool for organizing the themes and sub-themes as they related to the 

policy governance principles.  
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Table 4.3 

Sample of Axial Code Table 

 
Individual Interview 

Axial Code Table 
 

Affinity 
 

Transcript 
Line 

 
Axial Quotation 

 
Researcher 

Notes 
 

 
5. Delegate 
Authority 

 
6:36 – 46 
 

 
One of the things I have taken upon 
myself to do is to keep us, us being 
the trustees, on track and stay out of 
the day to day operations and to tell 
the other trustees that we have one 
person that is accountable to us, and 
that is the CEO. We cannot go 
around him or her and if we do, it is 
a disservice to that person because 
we are holding them accountable for 
everything else. I think we are 
moving in that direction. The Carver 
model is great if everybody does 
everything they are supposed to do... 
 

 
Paradigm was 
somewhat 
different in that 
trustee had read 
some of Carver’s 
work & was 
familiar with the 
Policy Gov 
model.    
 

 

Although the principles are those developed by Carver, sub-affinities emerged 

and are included below, along with the quotes from interview participants: 

 1. Ownership. Boards exist to represent the “ownership” of the college, which 

may be the local community, region, and/or state. The first responsibility of the board is 

to define and connect with the ownership. 

That’s a difficult question, a loaded question! 

The owner is really the taxpayers of the county. The students are the 
ones that we serve, and they are a part of that tax base. Depending on 
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their age and income level, they may not be a primary taxpayer, but if 
they aren’t, it’s their families.  

Well, the ownership is the nine-member board, which is responsible for 
raising money and spending the money.   

I believe the ownership really goes back to the students, the students 
really do own the school. They’re the ones footing some of the bill by 
paying the tuition. The taxpayers also have part ownership in this 
community college system because they are also paying some of the bill. 
Ownership also belongs to whoever is affiliated w/in the campus 
also…faculty, staff, administration, the presidents, they all have their 
own ownership within their campus, but I also feel that they should feel 
as if they have ownership within the district...but it goes down to the 
students owning the schools, deciding what kind of programs they want, 
deciding what kind of education is needed. 

 2. Act as a Unit. Boards have authority only as corporate units; individual 

trustees have no individual power to govern the institution or direct staff. 

Our priorities, I believe, are really to look unified, to look as 
cohesive as we possibly can, but that doesn’t mean by the same token 
to vote in the same direction as the whole group. 

It’s being an independent thinker, do your research, know what the 
issues are, understand what your community wants, understand what 
your students are asking for, but have an open forum. Nobody has their 
own agenda, it is all your own personal thinking, but make sure you 
share that information with the board so before the board meeting you’re 
not just at the board meeting attacking everybody. It’s more unified, 
controlled, understanding, putting your point across in an educational 
manner and in a professional manner. I think that’s why people feel 
better with the board that is serving right now because we have tried to 
do that…. 

[In 2002]…the board had been operating under a 5 to 4 vote on just 
about everything. Those things do not happen anymore, channels were 
re-established.   

It seems like a long time ago.  It’s such a welcomed change, you know, I 
actually have friends. I have eight friends on the board. I have people I 
don’t have to worry about what they’re doing, that it will bring some sort 
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of disrespect to the board. I don’t have to worry about the district 
because the district has a great chancellor, we’ve got great presidents. 
It’s almost fun to disagree about issues. We don’t all agree and not all 
the presidents agree with me on issues or with the board, but we disagree 
about the…I would not want to see any single president leave the 
district, they’re wonderful, so I can respectfully disagree with them on 
issues, but I love them as presidents. I think that’s where I’m at right 
now. 

We’ve got good people on there now. Every single board member is a 
person that I feel safe with anywhere on anything. They’re not going to 
do anything that is contrary to good governance…. 

I think we have the best board that you can have. As you can see by the 
votes that were taken, they’re unanimous votes. This is not required, and 
I can tell you confidentially, we don’t have to go in the room and twist 
somebody’s arm that does not have it. Everybody is on the same tree and 
that’s really great because we all have the same ideas, the same desires.  

 3. Setting policy. Board directions are expressed as policy, which express the 

values and perspectives of the board. Making policy is the second job responsibility of a 

board.  

One [of the most important principles needed for effective 
governance] is understanding the difference between policy making 
and administration. Our goal is to implement policies, to implement 
procedures that in the future, the scandal that went on a couple of 
years ago won’t happen again. 

 

Policies are important because the same group of people aren’t going to 
be there forever, so it’s good for the newcomers, or new board members 
to have a basis, start using those policies. It’s hard coming in new, you 
don’t know where to go, but as long as you have some policies to lead, 
you can at least make some judgments on that.  

Right now is a great time also because of the bond election. It’s really 
important that the public see that we’re not just trying to push money out 
there for architects or construction companies, but that we’re really 
trying to set these policies forth and before we want to pass this bond 
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election we want to have some good, solid policies down so that the 
public knows, is aware that we’re really going to be responsible.  

[The chancellor] is smart enough to know that he can’t set the policy if 
the board is interested in setting that policy and we’re interested enough 
that we can set the policy, but we can’t go tell [the Chancellor] who to 
get rid of or how to do it.  

 4. Broad policy statements.  In making policy, boards start with large policy 

statements and systematically narrow their policy statements a step at a time, until they 

are comfortable with any reasonable interpretation staff may make.  

My biggest goal is to set down policies and procedures that are so 
transparent that the next criminal element, which they will be 
here—the next bad administrator, which will come, are going to 
have to dismantle those in public, that’s my goal. 

We do not have a completed strategic plan that sets out our goals which 
we can tie to policy…we’re not there yet with our strategic plan. When 
we finish this strategic plan, I want that to help us measure and evaluate 
the major things we do, which is like a budget. We are developing a huge 
CIP program with no ties to the budget, it’s financially sound, it’s 
financially accountable and all those things, but it is not tied to strategic 
planning in a budgeting process. 

 5. Delegate authority.  Boards define and delegate authority to staff rather than 

react to and ratify staff proposals. They are not involved in managing operations, staff, 

or facilities. 

The most important one [principal needed for effective governance] 
is that the board goes through the Chancellor on all administrative 
areas. 

[The] chancellor is the man. He tells us what he wants us to do, and we 
have no reason to doubt that he is the right man and he has not come up 
with anything that any of us disagree with, so there is no reason to get 
involved. The one time we did get involved was when [one campus] was 
getting chairs for the student lounge…people accused us of 
micromanaging, but being in business all my life, that’s a lot of money 
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for a chair, so I think all of us felt the same. All of us came from 
basically the same background. That’s a lot of money to buy a chair, so 
then we micromanaged to get something cheaper.  

One of the things I have taken upon myself to do is to keep us, us being 
the trustees, on track and stay out of the day to day operations and to tell 
the other trustees that we have one person that is accountable to us, and 
that is the CEO. We cannot go around him or her and if we do, it is a 
disservice to that person because we are holding them accountable for 
everything else. I think we are moving in that direction. The Carver 
model is great if everybody does everything they are supposed to do. If 
your administration is running like a spinning top, that’s fine, but there 
are problems that come up that a board has to address and oftentimes it 
will cross the line of what is board activities versus what is 
administrative activities. That happens. 

 6. Determine the ends.  A pivotal duty of governance is to determine the ends 

(the desired results) of the organization. Ends define what good is produced for which 

people, at what cost, and are contained in the ends policy category. 

There is no question that the student enrollment is increasing 
dramatically… basically, I think we all want to do the same thing—
we want to see the school go forward. 

We had priorities then and one of them, the main focus was to- we had 
several and one was to get a good Chancellor in place. The interim was 
part of that process, but we had the goal in mind that we obviously had to 
get a great Chancellor in place. We have to restructure the board. We 
have to revise the policies, we set the policy committee to work, and they 
have been working for over two years now, going through every single 
policy, its making a big difference.  

Now we are actually seeing a visible change because we changed our 
meeting time for one thing and changed the order of things a little bit. 
That really was our priority right then. Our priority also was to get to the 
point where we could address the facility needs of the district. We had 
that as our goal then. There had been an attempt to do a bond issue 
during the dark days, I guess, and it was horribly put together. 

We had that in mind all along that we knew the District desperately 
needed facilities, so now we have gotten to the point where we think we 
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re-established to the community that we have integrity on the board, that 
we have established new leadership in the administration. 

We pretty much have decided to move beyond that [the scandal] and 
move this district forward. It’s a wonderful journey, it really is. 

I don’t want to speak for the board; I can only speak for myself.…We 
have a great many uneducated people, and I think it’s incumbent upon 
me and the rest of the board members…to make sure the facilities are 
available so that everybody will have an opportunity to gain knowledge, 
whoever feels they want to gain knowledge and to go as far as…gaining 
knowledge, so that eventually,  they will be able to take their places as 
tax paying, functioning citizens of the city and not a “drag” on the city. I 
think we all agree on that and to that end, I think it’s incumbent upon us 
to make sure that we have the facilities available to allow students to go 
to college. 

The goal is to pass this bond issue. Our goal is to implement policies, to 
implement procedures that in the future, the scandal that went on a 
couple of years ago won’t happen again. 

 7. Address the means.  Boards address the “means” used to achieve the Ends by 

defining the ethical and prudent boundaries beyond which staff must not go. These 

definitions are the Executive Limitations policies.  

I think if everybody has the good of the community in mind, then the 
board will act together because everybody will come to the same 
conclusion. 

We may have little disagreements, but I think they would be very minor 
disagreements if any at all. Whether we spend $50,000 or $100,000 for 
this particular project, I think we all have the same idea. They’re all 
going with the same goals, and they will come to the same conclusions. 

We had priorities then and one of them, the main focus was to…get a 
good chancellor in place. The interim was part of that process, but we 
had the goal in mind that we obviously had to get a great chancellor in 
place. 
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Our priorities, I believe, are really to look unified, to look as cohesive as 
we possibly can, but that doesn’t mean on the same token to vote in the 
same direction as the whole group. It’s being an independent thinker, do 
your research, know what the issues are, understand what your 
community wants, understand what your students are asking for, but 
have an open forum. Nobody has their own agenda.  It is all your own 
personal thinking, but make sure you share that information with the 
board so before the board meeting you’re not just at the board meeting 
attacking everybody. It’s more unified, controlled, understanding, 
putting your point across in an educational manner and in a professional 
manner. I think that’s why people feel better with the board that is 
serving right now because we have tried to do that. 

  8. Board standards.  Boards define their own responsibilities and standards for 

board practice in the Governance Process policies. 

Basically, governance amounts to common sense and integrity, it’s 
not anymore complicated than that. 

Anybody who doesn’t know that you shouldn’t meddle in employment—
who thinks by being a board member you should be able to walk onto [a 
campus] and tell them how to do their business and intimidate 
employees—if you don’t know any better than that, then there is very 
little hope for you that the Carver book of governance is going to do 
anything for you, because you’re too stupid and too corrupt for that to do 
any good. That’s pretty much the way that I feel. I never felt like 
learning board governance was a difficult thing. It was nice to have a 
structure. It was nice to have something to fall back—kind of like a kid 
does—like my kids used to do, “So and so wants me to do something.” 
You know, go somewhere they knew wasn’t good, but they felt 
pressured to do it. I would tell my daughter in particular, I said, “Well, 
you just tell them you got the meanest dad on the block, he’s just totally 
unreasonable.”  I said, “No you can’t go, but blame it on me, I’m just a 
bad guy.”  That’s sort of the way I look at the official governance rules, 
it’s an excuse, if nothing else, to do good. You would have something to 
go back and say, “Not only is this my opinion and the way I think things 
should be done, but it’s also what the rules are.” Like I said, it doesn’t 
take a person with integrity a lot of learning to learn board governance. If 
you take somebody like XXX, he could have never learned it in a million 
years and he was told again and again. Even though I agreed with what 
the comptroller said, it needs to be thorough board education. All those 
guys… XXX had board governance from every angle, he knew board 
governance, he use to help teach it. He had board governance in the 
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school district…he had it through the state of Texas with me. When the 
state of Texas first implemented it, and it was mandatory and all the 
board members went that year and XXX was amongst us. How much 
more training do you need? XXX had plenty of training…he knew the 
difference between right and wrong. They made their choice. Knowledge 
of board governance does not give you board governance. If you don’t 
start with a person of integrity first, there isn’t any book in the world that 
is going to save you. 

I think as a general rule, they are, although, I think under certain 
circumstances micromanaging is probably not a bad idea. Like they say, 
teaching is too important to leave just to teachers, but you have go to 
have some oversight as to what’s going on. I think as a general rule, the 
board should keep hands off of the problems of the school. In other 
words, they should be taken care of in-house so to speak and then, if they 
cannot be taken care of in-house then, I think the board should step in to 
correct whatever the problem seems to be. 

We have to have great stewardship to the people who have elected us … 
I don’t know if it is in our mission, the boards’ mission, but it is a very 
good principle for us to lead by. Also, we need to be accountable and 
accessible to our community, giving them trust within ourselves, trust 
within who they chose as their leader. I think those are general principles 
we need to have all the time. It’s not like brain surgery or anything. The 
people come to you, they trust you, they expect for you to be there and 
the community has a big say, especially in San Antonio…SA politics is a 
real big issue. Our community gets into an uproar and for them to believe 
in you, to trust you, is a great hump that you can accomplish. Giving 
them those three things is great.  

Retreats:  To learn what their true job is, they got to know their job 
description before they go out there. He [the chancellor] is tired of these 
meetings going on until 11:00 or 12:00 at night. He said, “I want this 
board to be more efficient.” He said, “I want meetings to end before 
10:00.” I mean, it’s crazy.  We don’t need to have meetings that long. 
Board members need to be prepared, that was the problem with the old 
board-showing up at meetings, not having read the material ahead of 
time, so they are not informed when making decisions and that became 
painfully obvious too. You could tell because they’re asking questions 
that were answered in the material.  Had they read it, they would have 
known. Those are very important things. Knowing what your role as a 
board member is and I think again, that probably lends more credence to 
that argument that these folks weren’t on that board to be true board 
members. Some folks were there clearly to benefit themselves for selfish 
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reasons. I think a big thing of [the Chancellor’s] right now, is that board 
members need to know what it is to be a board member, and I’m glad 
that he instituted these required mandatory retreats. 

 9. Board/staff relationships.  Boards define relationships with management and 

staff that are empowering, responsible, and clear. The relationships are stated in Board-

Staff Relationship policies. 

The board/staff relationships are clearly defined.  

We’re really aware of contacting the chancellor if you want to go to the 
campuses, contacting the president letting them know you’re going to be 
on their campus, let them know what you plan to do there that day not 
just so that the employee knows what’s happening, but so the president 
knows, the chancellor knows. 

 10. Monitor executive performance.  Executive performance is monitored 

rigorously against policy criteria. The third job responsibility of the board is to assure 

institutional and executive performance through monitoring progress toward ends and 

adherence to limitations 

We’re working through all this, there’s not an animosity thing, but 
we’re working through all the issues related to his evaluation. 

There was something in the policy [related to monitoring executive 
performance] and every spring there was some kind of evaluation, the 
board did it and he was picked by the other criminal group, it was 
nothing. The evaluation that exists in our policies today—changed that to 
reflect the strategic planning in the short term/ long term goals and we’re 
still developing that. The chancellor is wanting to keep that sort of broad 
stroked and we’re trying to get it down…. 

The board is having trouble with the fact that we do not have a 
completed strategic plan that sets out our goals which we can tie to 
policy, so our monitoring of him is subjective, not objective and that’s 
working, but that’s not the way you do business. 
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I don’t think there has been sufficient conversation on how to effectively 
evaluate [the chancellor] and I know he has instituted some ideas on that.  
But when he was hired, there was doubt, because I think they were still 
in so much turmoil there was not sufficient thought given to his 
evaluation, and it is coming up fairly quick, and we need to deal with it.  

 

Theories of Transformational Leadership 

 As detailed in Chapter 2, successful community college leaders are those who 

are committed to actions necessary to bring about appropriate change. An adaptive 

version of the Proactive Community College President, Triggers for Change model 

developed by Roueche, et al. (1989) (Figure 4-1) illustrates the stages needed for 

transformational change. In the first phase, steps toward closure are made with a 

commitment to developing strategies leading to transformational change. Phase 2 

realizes the integral elements of the transition through a shift toward active 

implementation of the strategies. The third phase offers the context from which the 

changes emerge. Although illustrated as phases, the process is cyclical and never static. 

All the phases require motivation, patience, and a commitment to fundamental change 

(Roueche, et al., 1989).  

 

 



 
Transformational Leadership  

Steps for Effective Change 
 

Phase I:  Recognizing the Need for Revitalization and New Direction  
 

 

  Closure

 

• Review of past performance 
• Reflection on security of past 
• Identified need for change 

  
 

Need for 
Transformation

 

• Strategies to deal with resistance to 
change 

• Action to change organization forms 
• Felt need for change supported by value 

base 

  
Phase II:  Creating a New Vision 

 
 
 

Transitions
 

• Mobilization of commitment 
• Participative creation of vision 
• Movement toward collaboration 
• Development of new behavior and 

relationships 
• Speculation about ramifications of new 

visions 
  

Phase III:  Institutionalizing Change to Accomplish the Mission 
  

New Beginnings
 

• Creating realignment 
• Reweaving new expectations 
• New solutions 
• Renewed energy 

  
Adapted from The Proactive Community College President and the  

Tichy/Devanna Transformational Leader Model 
Original Source:  Shared Vision:  Transformational Leadership in American Community Colleges 

(1989) 
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 Using interview transcripts, researcher observations from board meetings, and 

other pertinent documents (such as board minutes, the 2003 Texas School Performance 

Review conducted by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts and newspaper 

articles), direct quotes and comments were highlighted as they related to issues of 

transformational leadership.    
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Table 4.4  Transformational Leadership:  Steps for Effective Change – Strengths and Gaps 

 
Phase I:  Recognizing the Need for Revitalization and New Direction 

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
 
 
 
Review of past 
performance 

“I don’t believe the board 
understood the distinction between 
governance and operations. I think 
the board members came on with 
individual agendas and became 
engaged in the district’s operations 
early on. Actually, I would say most 
of the board members were engaged 
in college operations versus 
governance. I think there would be 
clear questions of integrity on the 
part of many of these board 
members, their actions were not 
always open and honest and upfront 
and it was later that we realized that 
there were personal agendas that 
resulted in real consequences for 
our organization.” 

“Those kinds of relationships, 
they’re still working that out, 
they’re not there yet. We’re 
getting better, but we’re not 
there totally, I don’t think. Part 
of it maybe is a trust factor. I 
think there is still on the part of 
the board, some mistrust of the 
administration or some concern 
that either we don’t know quite 
what we’re doing all the time, or 
we’re not telling them 
everything we’re doing. We’re 
working through that.” 
 

 

C
lo

su
re

 

Reflection on 
security of past 

 “Also, and this sounds strange, I 
don’t mean it quite like it sounds 
but I think the board needs to 
move on and get past what 
happened years ago, quit talking 
about it. They need to quit 
patting themselves on the back 
so much for being honest, I 
mean you expect for them to be 
honest. That’s not a big 
accomplishment, not to be 
corrupted. They need to quit 
talking about that stuff. I think 
it’s done and it’s over with.” 
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Phase I:  Recognizing the Need for Revitalization and New Direction 

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
  

 
 
 
Identified need 
for change 

 
“I’ve been to many board meetings 
where you can see the rancor among 
the members, when it gets to that 
point you wonder, why are they 
here, what’s in it for them, why is 
this happening?  Whenever its 
chronic, then chances are 
something’s going on that’s wrong 
and it had risen to that point at 
SCCD. There was name calling, 
outright lying. The atmosphere had 
lowered itself to the point of rancor 
and they just couldn’t get along. 
The members of the board right now 
are trying to do the right thing and 
you can see it in the way that 
they’re acting.” 
 
 
 

 
“…this is kind of an 
evolutionary process. There was 
a lot of things to fix, 
relationships between the board 
and the administration and just 
terribly bad feelings. Some of 
the board members are still on 
the board, that went  through all 
of that turmoil, so they have to 
build the trust back. It just takes 
awhile.”  
“The board as a majority was 
revamped in May of 2002. The 
problem prior to that was that 
governance was not being 
followed, really at all. Individual 
board members were very much 
involved in micromanagement of 
the District. There were several 
individuals that had the ability to 
dictate who was hired, who was 
fired…we had a governance 
system that was out of control 
both in our top positions in 
administration and in the board 
that had total disregard for any 
governance issues.” 
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Phase I:  Recognizing the Need for Revitalization and New Direction (continued) 

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
 

Strategies to 
deal with 

resistance to 
change 

At the 11.20.04 board retreat, 
trustees requested that two 
statements be added to the 
Board Member Ethics:  1) 
Remember at all times, to 
represent and uphold the 
reputation of [the district], and 
2) Personal opinions, when 
expressed, need to be identified 
as personal opinions. 

“There were people in the district who 
were used to doing things a different 
way and not the right way, but 
nonetheless, some had a hard time 
changing because number one, they 
might have had a personal interest in 
the other way. The other one was, they 
just didn’t know how to do it the right 
way. The other part was, they couldn’t 
believe it was okay to do it the right 
way. That’s how far off we’d gotten. 
Many people feared for their jobs.”  

 

N
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d 
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r 
T
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Action to 
change 

organization 
forms 

Hiring of nationally-recognized 
interim chancellor and current 
chancellor; hiring two new vice 
chancellors and replacing the 
board liaison; firing the law 
firm; holding two board 
retreats, one facilitated by an 
individual highly-regarded as a 
leader in the area of 
transformational leadership; 
designating development of a 
strategic plan and revising 
policies as top priorities; and 
asking community to approve a 
bond package 
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Phase I:  Recognizing the Need for Revitalization and New Direction (continued) 

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
  

 
 

Felt need for 
change 

supported by 
value base 

“We [got rid of] the board 
members who were corrupted 
and were able to get good 
people in two new positions 
that campaigned on the idea of 
helping return integrity to the 
board….” 
 
“The state comptroller had been 
invited in to conduct an audit 
and we were delighted. It 
helped us get a handle on 
things. Even though the board 
was changing, we had a solid 
majority that wanted to go 
forward. A stronger culture had 
developed in the district, but we 
really needed some cleansing.” 
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Phase II:  Creating a New Vision  

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
 
 
Mobilization 
of 
commitment 

 
At November retreat, the board identified 
opportunities for improvement, such as 
implementation of a  self-evaluation, 
individual needs assessment leading to a 
trustee development plan, focused retreats, 
stronger participation in state and national 
trustee conferences, improved 
communication with all constituents, align 
budget development with the strategic plan, 
commitment to annual board retreat, stay 
abreast of best practices in field, and 
development and obligation to follow a 
strategic plan.  
 

 

 
Participative 
creation of 
vision 

 
Implementing necessary mechanisms for 
improved communication between board 
members and executive administration, and 
between trustees themselves. As a result of 
these discussions, leadership has designated 
the strategic plan as a top priority, revised 
outdated policies and are holding a bond 
election. 
 

 

T
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Movement 
toward 
collaboration 

 
“…and while there are still individuals on 
the board, individuals in the sense that they 
view their roles as, I am responsible for this 
segment of the colleges operation, more and 
more, as they work together they become a 
board with a focus on the whole of this 
organization and the overall effectiveness of 
it and they focus on policies that help to 
make us successful, then I think this district 
has the greatest potential of any district to 
be not just successful, but extraordinary in 
its future work.”  
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Phase II:  Creating a New Vision  

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
 
 
 
 
Development 
of new 
behavior and 
relationships 

“Collectively, I think they are better prepared 
than they have been in the past. I mean, they 
seem to read the stuff and they come to the 
meetings, and they know what’s going to 
happen. I think they’re coming to understand 
their role as policy makers and they’re kind of 
collectively again, working through of what’s 
policy and what are operations, what they should 
leave alone, and what they should get involved 
in. ” 
 “He [the interim chancellor] did a tremendous 
job in improving the morale and the procedures 
in the district. He realized that administratively 
we were in a very large mess – procedures and 
policies had not been followed and that culture 
really started to turn around. It was embedded 
and he started a major change.” 
 “…you could see the tenor of the meetings 
changing, there was no longer the name calling, 
it was great civility at the meetings. They had a 
retreat that went really well. You could tell they 
were trying to address these problems and then, 
they brought a chancellor in and all of these 
things happening essentially at the same time, 
you know, they were all good positive steps. I 
think that’s what made for a dramatic 
transformation. I mean, the really first thing they 
had to do was get their own house in order and 
that’s what they did-all the board.”   

 

 
 

 
Speculation 
about 
ramifications of 
new visions 

Based on transcripts, board anticipates that the 
public recognizes the transformation that has 
taken place within the leadership of the district 
and will support the bond package. New dollars 
will bring about much needed construction, thus 
allowing for growth, new programs and 
equipment, etc. and ultimately becoming a 
premier community college district.  
 
“This is going to be a real test for all of us, not 
only for the board, but for the administration and 
everybody to see how we are going to make this 
thing work.” 
 
 

 
“If you don’t have a 
vision like a strategic 
plan, you are just 
constantly you know, 
coming up with 
spontaneous kinds of 
implementations and it 
becomes very 
fragmented and you’re 
not focused and so, 
when all of these things 
come together 
hopefully this year, 
we’ll set up a structure 
that I hope is student 
centered.” 
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Phase III:  Institutionalizing Change to Accomplish the Mission 
 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 

 
 
 
 
Creating 
realignment 

“We held a retreat…and brought in a 
resource person from the American 
Community College Trustees 
organization and it was a great start. We 
set a new direction and that was that 
governance was the primary issue that we 
were interested in, how to restructure 
things.”  
 
“We spent a lot of time the first year just 
getting these projects back on course, 
identifying things we need to deal with. 
By the end of the year we had done a lot 
of clean up stuff.” 
 
“[In 2002] I don’t think we had goals in 
the sense of what you think about goals; 
we had to get this whole thing back on 
track, that’s what we were after.” 
 

It was interesting 
listening to it, I mean, my 
ideas are already formed. 
I know what I want; I 
know why I’m here. I 
know what I want to see. 
Nothing has changed 
about me. I was not 
educated or uneducated 
one way or the other. 
My goals have not 
changed because of the 
retreat.”  
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Reweaving 
new 
expectations 

“I think the board feels pretty good about 
themselves. The  board…talked a lot this 
weekend about a strategic plan and 
getting long term goals and try to look 
forward. I think the capitol improvement 
project is probably an example of trying 
to do something to look way ahead to the 
future and so, yeah, I think they’re more 
goal oriented and probably more 
strategically oriented than they have been 
in the past.”   
 
“We looked for a chancellor who could 
do what we needed to be done. We 
brought him in and it turned out to be the 
case. I mean, he’s a strong leader. He’s 
got a lot of integrity, which was high on 
our list, it was highest on our list.” 
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Phase III:  Institutionalizing Change to Accomplish the Mission 

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
  

 
New 
solutions 

 
New solutions include holding a joint 
retreat with administrators and board 
members…“As much as I don’t want to 
spend my weekends at a retreat, I think 
they’re very helpful in that they give you 
an opportunity to know one another and 
talk about issues outside the formal 
confines of the board meetings. It does 
help and we need to do more of that. If 
you establish some personal relationships, 
the trust builds up.”  
 
Conducting focused retreats, whereas the 
board selects an issue, invites all pertinent 
faculty and staff to participate, then the 
group “hammers out positions and 
understandings.”  Holding quarterly such 
retreats has been discussed and may be 
implemented this year. 
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Phase III:  Institutionalizing Change to Accomplish the Mission 

 Support (Strengths) Counter (Gaps) 
  

 
 
 
Renewed 
energy 

”We’ve got [good] people – every single 
board member is a person that I feel safe 
with anywhere on anything. They’re not 
going to do anything that is contrary to 
good governance….”  

“It is a wonderful journey, it really is. I 
decided not to run for chairman again 
because I said, ‘I don’t need to.’ I 
honestly felt like I had 8 other board 
members that could run that and I said, ‘I 
will be quite happy with any of you.’  I 
think there are only good things in the 
future.” 

  
“It is exciting and you know, in the latter 
end of my life time to be involved so 
much, this is just a huge privilege -I 
thought when I got on here, I would be 
coming in here and I would have to strap 
on my guns and have a good old-fashion 
ass kicking, but it didn’t happen. The 
board was there, it’s been just fantastic.”  

“The one thing that I do like about this 
board – we’ve had votes where we’ve 
been split, but the board has never 
fractured on any segment or any line or 
any group.” 
 
“We have such a neat rapport with each 
other. I can banter with them. We can 
play. It’s not like after a board meeting 
everybody goes to their own area and 
never sees each other again until we get 
back  into the [district]. We call some 
of the couples and say, ‘Hey, what are 
you all doing tonight, let’s go out to 
dinner.’ Again, there’s a lot of that going 
on, a lot of camaraderie… there is a neat 
rapport with this board and a lot of mutual 
respect.”  
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Learning about Policy Governance 

Board Education 

Higher education enjoys a special place in society that should inspire elected 

officials to transcend the calculated, self-serving gamesmanship that sometimes 

accompanies routine appointments to public advisory and regulatory boards of 

commissions (Johnson & Clark, 2003). Becoming a member of a governing board for 

one of the nation’s community college districts is an important and challenging 

responsibility. Thorough and ongoing orientation and education about trustee and board 

roles is essential to success (ACCT, 2003).  

 Careful orientation is critical because board members come from all walks of 

life and possess different expertise and experience (Roth, 2002). Effective boards help 

their colleges to be competitive and responsive. They do so by performing well their 

own unique governing roles and responsibilities and by avoiding behavior that hurts the 

institution (Smith, 2000). How can trustees effectively serve their institution if they do 

not have the skills or training to govern?   

Significant problems can arise when board members do not have a clear 

understanding of their role as a board member. Indeed, failing to orient new trustees 

means it may take longer for them to feel confident about participating in an 

organization’s leadership. Berit Lackey, a senior consultant at BroadSource in 

Washington, a national clearinghouse for information on nonprofit boards states that, 

“Familiarizing new trustees with an organization’s history, mission, and policies and 

spelling out their duties as a board members, is crucial and often overlooked by 
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managers (Roth, 2002). Educating trustees provides some assurance that members have 

at least a fundamental understanding of their responsibilities.    

Emphasis on board education has been made by both the trustees and the 

chancellor and is evidenced by the caliber and content of recent retreats, participation at 

conferences and by comments made by the leadership. For instance, a board retreat held 

in 2003 was the first substantive event of its kind held in many years. The two-day 

retreat was held for the executive administration and trustees; one administrator stated 

that it had been over eight years since the district held a retreat for board members and 

administrators.   

I don’t recall that there had been a retreat two to two-and-a-half years 
prior. The members were not only committing their time, but spent time 
with ideas, questions, with recommendations and suggestions about how 
things might work in terms of planning for this organization. I don’t 
know what the desired result was…but I think at the end of the day the 
board probably felt pretty good about the work. I did. I did. They seemed 
to have respected, even if they didn’t value, the differences of opinion. 

[At the last retreat] we talked a lot about the role of the board, the role of 
the administration, how the board evaluates the colleges and the system, 
what the board should do and shouldn’t do. Yeah, there was a lot of 
discussion of governance. In fact, Saturday, we spent most of the day on 
it. 
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Board Meetings 

ATMOSPHERE 
 The most significant findings related to board meetings were the preparedness of 

board members, the overall civility in the manner in which the members responded to 

one another and the professional atmosphere. These recent observations were in stark 

contrast to the incidents recorded in board minutes, newspaper articles and the TSPR 

report. For instance, in 2002–2003, trustees occasionally spoke during the citizens to be 

heard segment of the meetings, at times criticizing the actions of other board members. 

Board minutes record the last instance in March 2003 when legal counsel intervened 

and advised that any board member who spoke under citizens to be heard must be 

confined to the agenda items, with the presumption being anything that the 

governmental entity would address in public session, would have to have been posted 

on the agenda and would require the 72 hours prior notice (ACCD, 2003, p. 2).  

Other instances of unprofessional behavior included some trustees not receiving 

board packets until hours before the board meeting (Participant Transcript), board 

members publicly accusing one another of secretly taping private conversations, and of 

engaging in physical intimidation, political subversion, mental harassment, and abuses 

of power. At one point, a board member and the chancellor filed police reports against 

another board member claiming threats were made against them (Flores, 2002a). They 

alleged harassment and physical intimidation and had a strained and confrontational 

relationship with the accused board member. Board members also reported a history of 

divisiveness, which was evidenced by numerous five to four votes and 
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acknowledgement by all board members that political alliances had been formed to 

block and subvert the efforts of rival board members. Some trustees complained that 

other trustees refused to communicate with them and that they suspected some members 

had pursued conflicting interests while serving on the board (TCPA, 2003). 

When discussing board meetings in early 2000 and 2001, one participant stated,  

Yeah, they [the board meetings] were really contentious and they went 
on for a long time. It was really depressing to watch all of that and the 
conflict between the board.  Some board members and the chancellor 
was bad as well. It wasn’t a good time.  

Board meetings observed throughout October, November, and December 2004 

revealed a board that conducted themselves in a professional manner, demonstrated the 

utmost respect for one another and that seemed genuinely concerned about student-

related issues. The improved atmosphere and professional tone exhibited at board 

meetings has had a significant impact on the morale of the trustees, administrators and 

those in attendance at board meetings. As a result, the monthly board meetings are also 

more efficient, which is evident in the length of meetings over the past two years (see 

Figure 4.4). The length of each meeting, as shown in hours and minutes (h:mm), 

illustrates the increased efficiency of board meetings over a span of two years.    

 



Figure 4.4  
Length of SCCD Board Meetings in Hours 

Quarterly Breakdown – Average per Quarter 
October 2002 – October 2004 
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BOARD MEETING STRUCTURE 
 Although the overall board structure remained the same over the two-year 

period, in July 2003, the board adopted revisions to the policy code as they relate to 

board governance. Some of the changes included use of the title chairperson rather than 

president and adding a legal affairs sub-committee, whose charge was to recommend to 

the board as a whole, attorneys for selection to represent district on various legal 

matters, to counsel with the chancellor or designee on legal representation and to serve 

as liaison between the board and the attorneys representing the district (ACCD, 2003a, 

pp. 7-8).   

A Chancellor’s Report segment was also added to the agenda upon the arrival of 

the current chancellor. The chancellor took this opportunity to provide brief reports and 

updates on items of significance, such as program expansion, a new college-wide 

computer software system, savings associated with a computer purchase, and budget 

workshops.  
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Other Pertinent Issues 

BREAKING OLD HABITS 
 A few of the participants spoke of having to readjust their thinking in terms of 

micromanaging. Based on backgrounds and experience, many were accustomed to 

being entrenched in budget matters and in the operational aspects of business. As one 

participant commented, “We are so dedicated to this community that we do walk a fine 

line with micromanagement and I will admit, I’m as guilty as anybody else.”  Another 

said,  

I’ve learned that being a policymaker is very different from a 
practitioner. In other words, don’t be a chancellor, be a policymaker. I’m 
ready to take action, I want to do it, I’m a hands-on kind of guy. That’s 
the chancellors’ job and the presidents’ job, that’s their bailiwick and 
that’s were my frustration comes in….     

 

NEW BOARD MEMBERS 
 Although most of the trustees are relatively new, seven of the nine participants 

have served on the board for two years or less, those recently elected also offered a 

perspective important to this research. Because they did not serve on the board during 

the more tumultuous period, much of the information they had acquired was from the 

media. Expecting to find a board in complete disarray, in reality they encountered 

fellow trustees with integrity and character, who were committed to the district.  

One trustee quickly learned that reviewing board materials and “doing 

homework” was not an option because his colleagues were informed and held high 
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expectations for all board members. All the newer board members spoke to the sense of 

camaraderie amongst the trustees and the respect held for one another. One participant 

made the following comments in this regard:  

I also think the members of the board who were a part of that early 
experience that remain with us, were very, very concerned about the 
image of the board, of the image of the organization and after the 
indictments and after the resignations, they were eager to try rebuild or 
to build, if they could, a positive image of this organization. For those 
that were on the board at that time and remained on the board, I think it 
was critical for them and they saw it as a priority to revisit what they 
were doing and what the board as a whole was doing in terms of decision 
making for this organization. 

 

CAMPUSES AND STAFF 
 All the participants engaged with the district in 2002 spoke to the resolve 

exhibited by the campuses and staff throughout the transformation.  As one individual 

stated,  

…during that time there were a lot of good things going on in this 
district. I thought to myself, wow!  I would probably credit the 
administrators and faculty, and everybody else who was doing their job 
or at least doing something to make sure that the district continued to 
move, to move forward.  

 

MEDIA 
 As noted early in this chapter, the media played a significant role in the 

transformation process. The researcher reviewed nearly 100 articles (in both hard copy 

and electronic version) covering the board and the district during this period. In addition 

to the local paper, articles also appeared in the campus student newspaper, the Austin 
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American Statesman, The Chronicle of Higher Education, in Associated Press articles 

carried by other newspapers and on the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners 

website. Other websites that carried stories were news8austin.com and KSAT.com.    

 Mentioned earlier in the chapter were quotes from three newer trustees who 

were motivated to run for the board by the media attention focused on the corruption 

and from others who spoke to the role the media played on the transformation process. 

Of great interest and significance were comments made by the journalist covering 

higher education for the local paper regarding the role of the media in the board 

election, on board governance, and the transformation process.  

 Related to the role of the media in the board election, the journalist made the 

following comments: 

It’s good that we write the stories because on the one hand you have law 
enforcement that pays attention and on the other hand you have 
community members who become more engaged, many of whom 
perhaps had been disengaged for so long are starting to pay attention. I 
know once filings opened for the next election cycle on that board, they 
set a record with the number folks who had applied or become 
candidates for. I believe there were three or four board positions that 
were open either because terms had expired or someone resigned and it 
left openings, so there were several positions to fill. I know there were 
collectively, close to 50 candidates at one time, I want to say it was 48. I 
remember that was a large number of prospective candidates for these 
positions and I think a lot of people were outraged, many of these 
candidates were coming forward saying I am here to clean things up, 
we’re sick and tired and we’re fed up. I have no doubt that many of the 
folks appear to have altruistic feelings about doing it, but by the same 
token, there were still rumblings about keep an eye on this candidate 
because this candidate is connected to a contractor. So even then, you’re 
told this is their way of getting one more of their candidates back onto 
the board.  

You could see the tide was starting to turn following the indictments and 
they know that now they’re under the microscope and everybody’s 
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paying attention so it doesn’t leave them a lot of room to do anything 
wrong. And you have the press who continues to question anything they 
do that might seem off kilter. What happens is, you’re in autopilot for so 
long and nobody is showing up to your meetings. Well, who is going to 
see anything that is going on that’s wrong? You become ripe for there to 
be improprieties, somebody sees a goldmine somewhere and they say, 
“You know, all I have to do is get three more people who will like my 
idea and to share the wealth” and I think that’s probably what happened 
with them at one point. You can’t help but think that when you see the 
down spiral that the district had to endure over that period of time. I 
mean, clearly these are people who were there for selfish reasons. It’s a 
shame that happened. We as a society need to demand that of us guys in 
the media and they also need to become more engaged themselves.  

The journalist also conveyed the reasons why the board came under close 

scrutiny and discussed the “red flags” that arose not only at board meetings, but from 

telephone calls and conversations he had with trustees. There were numerous reasons 

why the paper chose to investigate the story and assign a team of researchers; many 

reasons related to abuse of power and issues of governance. 

Those are the kinds of things you hear a lot about I think, with boards 
and governance issues, where they try to micromanage and get involved 
with day to day operations and here was an example of that. But here, it 
was so much more pronounced because it always seemed like there was 
a board member, or somebody was complaining about a board member 
or about some kind of administrative function being interfered with by a 
board member, so that gave us more cause for pause, it made us want to 
explore a little bit more. The more we did, the more we heard allegations 
about ‘you guys should be taking a look,’ and this is from other board 
members, ‘how could I in good conscience make a decision on a major 
contract like this without enough information.’  

You never saw the majority missing the important meetings for decisions 
that affected directly contracts or hiring and firing, but when it came to 
curriculum or academics, you saw a difference, absences, so it’s not that 
big a deal. You start getting a clearer picture. You have to put all these 
things together to see the pattern, these weren’t things we came to 
overnight, or even in a matter of weeks or months, it was more like a 
whole year before things really started to unravel. It became clearer and 
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clearer that things weren’t right, these alliances that had been formed 
seemed to be directed primarily toward lining pockets. 

Related to the transformation process, the journalist spoke to the impact the 

interim chancellor and chancellor had on the district and how they responded to the 

challenge of “having to play catch up” in terms of contracts and construction. He stated 

that changes were evident at board meetings in the “great civility” that emerged and that 

“all of these things [changes, were] happening essentially at the same time, you know, 

they were all good positive steps. I think that’s what made for a dramatic 

transformation. I mean, the really first thing they had to do was get their own house in 

order and that’s what they did-all the board.”  He went on to say,  

Sure, I mean it wasn’t a gradual thing, it was an immediate change and I 
can’t help but think that any prospective candidates for those offices had 
to of known if there were ill intentions or not. They had to of known that 
there was going to be a great deal of scrutiny and if anybody had designs 
on taking from the till, if you will, I think that pretty much put the kibosh 
on any of those thoughts. I mean, nobody is going to try to do that with 
everybody watching. Even TV is paying attention to this.  This isn’t the 
old proverbial TV story, but after the indictments came down, they 
started going to meetings. I mean, we were writing a bunch about them 
before TV ever became remotely involved. It’s not a TV story.  TV 
doesn’t like to put the cameras on “talking heads” you know, you’re just 
sitting down in board meetings-but once you start having you know, 
several more sets of cameras and other eyes, the viewers are now paying 
attention, it’s hard to do anything nefarious, so I’m convinced that had a 
lot to do with it. I think at that point scrutiny had become so 
overwhelming that nobody could possibly consider doing anything bad, 
not under the spotlight and think that they could get away with it. I think 
that worked to the district’s advantage at that point. 

Although some trustees credited the press with bringing the corruption to the 

forefront, the journalist stated that it had to begin with the board members, one in 

particular who was outspoken and raised many questions, most publicly. The journalist 

felt it was his job as a reporter to follow-up on the points made by the board member 
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and said he always tells reporters that if they “continue to find red flags, something is 

severely wrong and you can’t let it go.” 

Ultimately, he credits the administrators, faculty and staff for doing good things 

to ensure that the district continued to move forward and make progress.  

There is a measure of satisfaction for journalists when they do see that 
the work that they do prompt change and so, I’m delighted as a reporter 
to know that because of the work I did, I helped moved this along. I’m 
not necessarily taking credit … I mean, I was just doing my job. I’m just 
glad there are guys out there who are paying attention and asking the 
difficult questions and it makes our job easier for us and I’m glad that 
happened. There is a measure of satisfaction in knowing that you are 
doing something that’s making people pay attention and they’re the ones 
who in effect are making change or affecting change …. That’s kind of 
like what we want to do, it’s not that we’re making the change 
necessarily, it’s we’re enlightening the folks who are in the position to 
make the change, and that’s what we did. I like knowing that we did 
something that was really positive, so there is a feeling of satisfaction 
that has a positive effect.   

 

Summary 

Interviews were held over a period of three months, with the initial interviews 

taking place between October 29, 2004, and December 16, 2004.  Follow-up interviews 

or conversations were conducted in February. All nine of the SCCD board members 

were contacted with a request to be interviewed; eight of the nine trustees were 

ultimately interviewed (the final trustee could not be reached). Two campus presidents, 

the chancellor, and the higher education reporter for the local newspaper were also 

contacted and interviewed for a total of 12 participants.  
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The researcher found all participants to be readily available, enthusiastic about 

sharing their experiences, interested in the project, and at ease with discussing the topic. 

Some board members contacted the researcher almost immediately upon receiving the 

email requesting an interview. Interviews ranged from 30 minutes to 2.5 hours, with the 

average length being one hour. The follow-up meetings ranged from 30-45 minutes.   

Participants were asked questions based on their role and length of time with the 

district. Three questionnaires were developed: One for veteran board members, one for 

those who were newly elected, and one for those involved in the transformation process, 

but who did not serve as board members (see Appendix A). 

 All the participants view the transformation as a positive step in the growth and 

development of the board and the district. Although the specific factors or reasons may 

vary from participant to participant, all indicated that the transformation has been 

significant.   
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS, SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary  

 The purpose of this study was to examine the two-year transformation of a 

community college board; beginning with a board in disarray and chaos stemming from 

trustees involvement in criminal activities, to a unified entity seeking community 

support for a $4.5 million bond package.  The transformation was explored through 

interviews with board members and key administrators at the community college 

district, and by reviewing board minutes, newspaper articles, and the State 

Comptroller’s Audit of the district, and by observing monthly board meetings.       

 This chapter begins by reviewing the problem and methodology.  Next a 

summary of the findings and conclusions are reported, and finally chaos theory, the 

transformation process, and principles of policy governance are discussed from the 

approach of implications on the district.  Lastly, recommendations for future research 

are listed.     

 

Significance 

The significance of the study was to document the transformation process of a 

board and to determine whether the process aligned with the theories of 

transformational leadership and the principles of policy governance.   Organizations are 
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complex, multifaceted and paradoxical with difficulties exacerbated in today’s fast-

paced environment, thus leading under the best of circumstances is challenging 

(Morgan, 1998).  Governance is about leadership and ensuring that an organization is 

effectively and properly run (NCVO, n.d.), and it is the charge of the board of trustees 

to project a vision, infuse an organization with a mission (Carver, 1997), ensure 

compliance with policy and the law and formulate plans and policies to achieve the 

organization’s objectives (NCVO, n.d.). 

The board examined in this research was faced with seemingly insurmountable 

challenges and has worked diligently and relentlessly to regain its credibility. By 

exploring the steps implemented by this board and how they align with traditional 

theories of transformational leadership, other governing boards and organizational 

entities can take from this particular experience the means for making effective change.      

 

Review of the Problem 

 Black Wednesday, was how the local paper described October 23, 2002, the day 

a number of city council members and community college trustees were indicted on 

charges ranging from bribery to organized crime to money laundering.  Ultimately, two 

board members and the former board chair were arrested.   

Surprisingly, the corruption did not affect enrollment at the four college 

campuses within the district and enrollment continued to grow at unprecedented rates.  

However, much of the corruption was related to bribes received in exchange for 

architectural and constructions contracts; thus, major construction projects at the college 
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campuses were severely delayed and, as a result, the colleges struggled to provide 

adequate facilities for students.   

An extraordinary transformation has taken place over the past two-years such 

that the district sought support from the community in a bond election. The purpose of 

this research was threefold:  to determine the steps taken individually and collectively to 

implement change; to determine whether the steps taken were consistent with the 

theories of transformational leadership; and whether the outcomes align with the 

principles of effective governance, as characterized by the policy governance model.   

 

Review of the Methodology 

 As described in detail in Chapter 3, the methodology used for this dissertation 

was a case study of the transformation process of the State Community College Board 

of Trustees.  As noted in Chapter 1, the overall approach taken by the researcher was a 

qualitative case study because it lends itself to studying a group as an entity, through 

observation, interviews, and review of documents (Stake, 1994).  

 

Site Selection 

A case study was conducted on the State Community College Board of Trustees 

due to the circumstances surrounding the criminal activity of select board members and 

the transformation made over the course of two years to restore order. The steps taken 

by the board to implement change may serve as a model for other institutions 

experiencing similar challenges.  
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Data Collection 

Triangulation was used as a means for data collection, which according to 

Mertens (1998), involves checking information that has been collected from different 

sources or methods for consistency of evidence across sources of data.  

The researcher conducted interviews with each of the board members, the 

chancellor, with two college presidents and a journalist.  Four board meetings were 

observed and official documents encompassing a two-year period, including board 

meeting minutes, were reviewed. A research journal of all activities, findings and 

observations was maintained throughout the course of the study.  

 

Validity, Credibility and Trustworthiness 

  The researcher incorporated research strategies developed by Mertens (1998) 

and holds that she adhered to the strategies to ensure credibility of this study. The study 

also follows Mertens’ (1998) six norms of scientific research described in Chapter 4.  In 

addition, the researcher carefully reviewed the University of Texas at Austin Informed 

Consent to Participate in a Research Study form (IRB# 2004-08-0028) prior to 

interviews, providing a copy for both the participant and the researcher.  
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Conclusions 

 The following are conclusions derived from the research as they pertain to chaos 

theory, transformational leadership and finally, the principles of policy governance.    

 

Chaos Theory 

 From chaos comes order.  Margaret Wheatley (1999) defines a system as chaotic 

when it becomes impossible to know what it will do next.  She goes on to say that 

although a system never behaves the same way twice, if we look at a system over time, 

it demonstrates an inherent orderliness.  Although a system in chaos is not generally 

considered favorable, what emerges from that state can be tremendous.  One of the 

aspects of a system in chaos is that if the participants are committed to implementing 

positive change, the only course is forward, toward a means of greater functionality 

(Pasmore, 1994).   

 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 The purpose of addressing chaos theory in this research was because it best 

described the SCCD board in the period leading up to October 2002. During that time 

the board, as a system, was unpredictable and did not follow traditional governance 

procedures. Despite the state of the board, there was an underlying normalcy throughout 

the district; the colleges continued to serve students and fulfill its mission. The 

researcher concluded that this particular theory provided a likely and logical starting 

point from which to base the research.   
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 Based on this opinion, two years ago the SCCD board of trustees was in a state 

of chaos. A lack of trust existed between the board and administration; the faculty and 

the board; the community and the district; and between board members. The press 

examined every move, some employees were subpoenaed and staff was faced with 

cleaning up the mess, in many cases, without direction or leadership.  

At the colleges, administrators worked hard to continue providing quality 

services for students, uphold high standards and to maintain some semblance of 

consistency and stability.  In some cases this was difficult due to the impediments that 

came about as a result of board actions, or lack thereof.  For instance, some facilities 

projects were severely delayed due to bribes associated with contracts and the 

consequences of such actions were widespread.  As a result, the renovation or 

construction of college facilities were delayed, the acquisitions and facilities 

departments were forced to recommence the entire bid process from the beginning and 

colleges had to consider the implications of the delays to the scheduling of classes, 

hiring of faculty, expansion of programs, etc.   

 There was no doubt that change was imminent.  Typically, people fear change, 

but in this case the frustration, anger and resentment had taken their toll and all were 

dissatisfied with the state of the organization; they were not satisfied to maintain the 

status quo. As stated by Pasmore (1994), change influences many elements within an 

entity, with the largest changes affecting the human systems, in the talents and 

flexibility of people and the relationships among them.  By and large, the overarching 

attitude at this point was that without a movement toward transformation, the 

organization could not emerge as a successful or effective body.  The only question was 
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how would it come about?  What is the process for transforming a multi-million dollar 

operation, an organization that serves over 50,000 students every semester?   

 Fortunately for the SCCD, it did not experience a resistance to change.  

Resistance, whether overt, implicit, immediate or deferred, is often a factor for 

organizations undergoing a transformation and could have posed a major challenge for 

SCCD.  As stated by Pasmore (1994), there are no shortcuts to change; the task is 

arduous and deliberate, but the outcomes can be immense.  It is the understanding that 

order emerges from chaos that leads to a renewed mindset; a mindset that looks beyond 

traditional structures and embraces flexibility, innovation and creativity.        

 

Transformation Process 

 Roueche, et al. (1989) describe transformational leadership as occurring…"when 

one or more persons engages with others in such a way that leaders and followers raise 

one another to higher levels of motivation and morality.”  At the heart of the 

transformation process is the profound desire for change and belief in the possibilities.  

Transformational leaders speak to the needs, no matter how ominous and daunting; they 

instill in others an understanding of what can be and how together, they possess the 

ability to make it happen.      
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
  As is the case with most entities in a state of chaos, the SCCD did not formally 

adopt a transformational model or deliberately explore transition theories. However, 

their actions and behaviors were consistent with key principles used for guiding and 

managing transition, such as those developed by Roueche, Baker and Rose (1989), 

which are addressed in Chapters 2 and 4 of this dissertation.  Below are the general 

principles and the subsequent action(s) taken by the board and/or the administration to 

support my theory that the steps taken by the board do indeed align with the theories of 

transformational leadership.    

 Phase 1: Recognizing the need for revitalization and new direction.  Some 

organizations struggle with the question of whether there is a need to revitalize and if 

so, when?  For SCCD, the need was certainly recognized; it was more a question of how 

rather than if.  Admittedly, the SCCD was in dire need of a transformation, but where 

does one begin?  The indictments were not the beginning of a new awareness into the 

illegal activities of board members, but rather they confirmed what had been evident for 

years. The handing down of indictments was viewed as an opportunity, an opportunity 

to redirect energy toward changing the culture, philosophy, and direction of the entity; 

to work with the forces of change to build a stronger, more successful future. 

Fortunately, the forces of new and emergent change were more powerful than any 

established force that might pose opposition.   
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Goals of the board at the onset of the transformation process.  The research 

indicates that the goals of the board at the onset of the transformation process were 

fundamental, short-term and organizational in nature.  The emphasis was on “getting 

back on track,” a phrase used by many of the participants in the study.  Initially, goals 

pertained to crisis management and addressing daily challenges, such as how best to 

respond to the district attorney’s request for documents, employees served with 

subpoenas, how to respond to the media, and interpretation of board policies related to 

resignations, removal of board members and appointing new trustees.  

 Other short-term goals included:  conducting a national search for a new 

chancellor, hiring a new law firm, and facilitating the means for reinforcing the 

infrastructure of both the district and the board.  Understandably, the board was 

responsible for responding to the immediate needs of the district and was not in a 

position to address long-term objectives.        

 Today the goals of the board are more strategic in nature, such as long-term 

planning for facilities to accommodate the enormous growth in enrollment, 

development of a long-range strategic plan, board training, and evaluating all existing 

policies for the district.  Clearly the objective is to lay the groundwork for systemic 

change, thereby creating a stronger infrastructure for the future.       

 Phase II:  Creating a new vision.  Having recognized the need for change, the 

board was faced with the daunting task of determining how the transition would be 

achieved and how to proceed.  Immediately following the indictments, the remaining 

board members held a retreat, thereby establishing stronger lines of communication and 

creating an opportunity to meld, and cognizant of the media attention and need to 
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maintain some semblance of stability, they worked diligently to present a united front.  

Although organizations routinely take such actions, under these circumstances, they 

facilitated more far-reaching changes, such as replacing the law firm hired to represent 

the district and reaching consensus on the individual selected to lead the district as 

chancellor. These actions correlate with the transition principle of using small changes 

to create large effects (Morgan, 1998).  Morgan’s (1998) theory espouses that in a 

complex organization, small changes may serve as the catalyst for major changes and 

secondly, small changes can create a critical mass effect whereby many small changes 

together build an immense force. Thus, the initial measures executed by the SCCD 

board provided the foundation for the transformation process and served as the catalyst 

for change.   

 With the transformation underway and new trustees replacing those who had 

resigned, the board was in a position to address significant issues that had been cast 

aside during the tumultuous period.  Almost immediately the board began a national 

search for a new chancellor; it sought resources in professional organizations such as 

the Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT) and designated as a priority, 

development of a strategic plan.  

 This post-indictment period also saw a renewed commitment toward values such 

as integrity and trust.  One trustee disclosed that when interviewing prospective new 

board members to replace those who resigned, integrity was at the forefront of the 

qualifications. This new board was adamant about moving the organization forward and 

was unyielding in its effort to rebuild the trust and respect of which they had been 

unfairly robbed. They had a vision, which was to set a new direction, set long-term 
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goals and become more strategically oriented, to build stronger relationships with one 

another,  to work together with a focus on the overall effectiveness of the organization 

as a whole, and to be not just successful, but extraordinary in its future work.  

 Steps taken individually and collectively to implement change.  Interestingly, 

during the interviews, participants did not provide any indication that individual steps 

had been made to implement change, yet my observations proved otherwise.  Morgan’s 

(1998) theory that small but critical changes at critical times can trigger major 

transforming effects holds true in this regard.  For instance, the attire of trustees at 

board meetings is always professional, typically business suits or sports coats, etc.  Two 

years ago the attire was casual, which reflected differently on the board.  None of the 

participants stated that a dress code had been implemented over the past two years; thus, 

it was a change that came about gradually as board members either consciously or not, 

had a desire to create a more professional atmosphere for the meetings.   

 Another individual change I noted was the level of preparedness of the trustees 

for each meeting.  Although there is no formal recourse for attending board meetings 

unprepared, generally some trustees will be more prepared than others.  With the SCCD 

board, it seems that the bar has been raised and trustees are better prepared and more 

informed than in years past. Again, an edict was not issued in this regard, yet 

individually trustees made a change that has created an environment whereby meetings 

run smoother, discussions remain focused, questions are pertinent and trustees are well-

versed in decision-making.   

 These changes, albeit minor, had a vast impact on the climate of the board 

meetings.  Participants stated that in the past, audience members would sometimes be 
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disruptive, shouting comments at board members during the meetings and trustees 

would respond, thus creating an unruly and disorderly atmosphere.  Today, board 

meetings are professional, civil, and individuals address one another with respect.   

 Collectively, the changes have been more structured and planned.  For instance, 

trustees hold and actively participate in board retreats and national associations.  

Together they established the criteria for the new chancellor, with an emphasis placed 

on integrity, they worked closely with and supported the chancellor’s vision for a new 

administration, and they have made a conscience effort to publicly support board 

decisions.     

 All of these changes have contributed to the boards’ efforts in working toward a 

significant and successful transformation.    

 Phase III:  Institutionalizing change to accomplish the mission.  From my 

interviews, I gathered a sense of optimism and hope, traits not exhibited by an SCCD 

board in recent history.  The comments made and the actions taken by the current board 

reflect a newfound, selfless perspective of the direction in which to lead the 

organization, a keen understanding of the urgency in developing a strategic plan and an 

inherent awareness of the need to restore integrity and respect to the board.    

Knowing that history will inevitably repeat itself, the board is committed to 

implementing policies and standards that will prevent, or at a minimum deter, the 

exploitation of the position as was experienced in the recent past.  This commitment is 

evident from discussions held at board retreats, thoughts shared in my interviews, and in 

actions taken by the board thus far, such as creation of a new professional position 

assigned to review all policies and to serve as an ethics and compliance officer for the 
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district.  Steps are being taken to ensure that solid, impermeable processes are in place 

to safeguard against the abuse of years past.  Minor changes have also been made to the 

organizational structure to better support the needs of the district.  For instance, the 

internal auditor will now report directly to the board and indirectly to chancellor, thus 

allowing for greater accountability and oversight.   

 The philosophy and attitudes have shifted from one of primarily self-interest to 

one of allegiance toward a greater good.  Decisions are visionary in nature, with sights 

exceeding far beyond the terms of the current board.    

 

Principles of Policy Governance 

 An effective board does not just happen.  Serving as a community college board 

member is an awesome responsibility and as noted authorities on leadership such as 

Carver, Smith, Roueche and Burns have attested, few things are more critical to the 

success of a board than the ability to rely on the complete integrity of each board 

member and the board as a whole. Leadership is a moral undertaking (Burns, 2003), 

thus unethical behavior can be devastating to a board, the community college system, 

and the community itself.   

The Carver Policy Governance Model was selected as one of the theoretical 

constructs for this research based on its internationally recognized status as an authority 

in governance and the comprehensive manner in which the principles were compiled.  

The ten basic principles of trusteeship as presented by Carver served as a benchmark or 

gauge by which the transformation of the SCCD board was measured.   
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
A search of governance models can result in numerous findings and a successful 

board is not necessarily one that formally adopts a model, but rather one that adheres to 

the fundamental principles of board governance.  The SCCD board did not formally 

discuss a specific governance model by which to lead over the past two years, yet their 

actions, both individually and collectively, have upheld the basic principles.  Presented 

below is the researcher’s assessment of how the board’s actions correlated to each of the 

ten principles two years ago, how adherence to the principle has evolved, and the 

current standing of the board.  The subsequent pages also provide evidence of how the 

outcomes of the steps taken relate to the principles of the policy governance model.   

As a reference for the reader, the ten principles are listed below (with the 

narrative presented in Chapter 4). 
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John Carver’s Ten Basic Principles of Trusteeship 
 

 
Ownership 

 
Determine the Ends 

 
Act as a Unit 

 
Address the Means 

 
Setting Policy 

 
Board Standards 

 
Broad Policy Statements 

 
Board/Staff Relationships 

 
Delegate Authority 

 
Monitor Executive Performance 

Source:  Smith, 2000. 

The root causes of the disgrace and demise that befell the board two years ago 

can be surmised in two of the fundamental principles, board standards and ownership.  

Principally, dishonesty and lack of integrity were the catalysts for the downfall and 

although some of the board members were trustworthy and honorable, the acts of a few 

tarnished the overall image of the board.  As one community college administrator 

stated, “Bad leadership does more harm than good leadership does good” (D. Derrico, 

personal communication, February 4, 2005).  Had board standards been upheld and a 

genuine sense of the ownership been inherently understood, much of what has 

transpired would not have occurred.  

 Today the board as a whole is more cognizant of the roles and responsibilities of 

a trustee; that an elected official is a public servant and therein is entrusted to uphold the 

standards of the office.  The unscrupulous behavior of the previous board has affected 

the board such that some trustees overcompensate to avoid any perception of 

wrongdoing.  For example, some out-of-pocket college-related expenses are not 

submitted for reimbursement and trustees opt to use personal computers, cell phones, 
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fax machines, etc., although district equipment is available for purposes of conducting 

official business.   

 The respect for one another exhibited among the trustees is evident not only at 

meetings, but in less formal settings as well. Many participants commented on, and it 

was observed, that when trustees disagree or hold differing opinions on issues, any 

discussion that ensues is approached with respect and professionalism.  This adherence 

to such standards is indicative of the considerable transformation made by the board of 

trustees over the past two years.   

 From these higher standards and mutual respect comes improved 

communication, a vital element when determining the direction and vision of the board. 

The improved lines of communication afford the trustees the ability to reach consensus, 

act as a unit, move toward greater collaboration, address the means, and determine 

the ends.  Today, time and energy are spent discussing critical issues, with greater 

attention dedicated to the ultimate goal of educating students.  The divisiveness and the 

problematic issues surrounding the previous board prevented the essential discussions 

from occurring, thus progressing beyond the point of defending oneself against personal 

attacks and protecting the interests of the district were a near impossibility.  

 In addition, the unprincipled actions of some trustees extended far beyond the 

lines established with regard to board/staff relationships.  Evidently, some trustees 

developed a sense of entitlement, perhaps derived from their position as elected 

officials, and repeatedly and openly ignored the chain of command. These trustees 

became involved in human resources decisions more properly left to management, 

involved themselves in political cronyism and interfered with operations. This behavior 
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became pervasive throughout the district and in addition to stirring feelings of unrest at 

the colleges, usurped the authority of the CEO and weakened the already unstable 

administrative structure. 

 Almost immediately upon his arrival, the new chancellor distributed an edict 

stating the importance of limiting direct contact between board members and staff.  He 

provided a copy of a standard response via email for trustees to forward to any faculty 

or staff who emailed them directly.  The statement informed the employee of the 

official processes for contacting board members and for lodging complaints.  This was 

the first of many steps taken by the chancellor to establish a precedent for effective 

governance.   

 Recently, with a concerted effort and interest in strong leadership, trustees have 

re-established their commitment to effective board governance. Board retreats, 

supplementary training, and greater involvement with professional associations has 

generated a movement toward realizing the key role of the board, which is to set policy.  

To fulfill this responsibility successfully, the board must continue to work toward 

developing broad policy statements and delegating authority for all other functions 

to the chancellor. Although identified by many of the participants as an arduous 

challenge, it is also recognized as a vital element, imperative to becoming an 

exceptional board.   

The areas related to governance that the researcher identified as strengths of the 

board and that interviews with the participants substantiated, were: 

• board standards, in the sense that as a  whole, the prevalence of trustworthiness, 

high level of integrity, collaboration, mutual respect and camaraderie;  
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• the overall commitment of the board to the mission of the district; and 

• an understanding and acceptance of the importance and seriousness of their role 

as  a public servant.    

    The areas related to board governance that participants identified as holding the 

greatest opportunities for improvement were:   

• maintaining a focus on the broader task of setting policy, rather than becoming 

entangled with the minutia and micromanaging; 

• development and adoption of a strategic plan; 

• overcoming the negative public perception left by the scandal and assuring the 

community that the board is capable and trustworthy;   

• monitoring executive performance, which many participants acknowledged 

should be a priority, but admitted that thus far has not received the attention 

warranted.   

Other opportunities for improvement noted by the researcher were:  

• lack of a comprehensive orientation for new board members; and 

• lack of an evaluation process, both for individual members and for the board as 

a whole.    

Effective governance is a cyclical process that begins with integrity and a high 

value system.  To better illustrate the process, the author developed the figure 5.1, 

which indicates that the cycle can not exist without integrity; it serves as the impetus for 

mutual respect, good communication, and respectful relationships between the board 

members themselves, between board members and the CEO, and the board members 
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and the community.  These elements provide a solid foundation and foster growth in 

other areas, such as allowing for substantive discussions and essential planning to take 

place, and for increased community support.   

The next cog builds upon the former and as a result, a board is in a better 

position, and better able to work effectively toward achieving common goals.  Based on 

this model, integrity provides the groundwork from which solid, effective board 

governance can thrive.          



 

 
Figure 5.1 - Effective Governance Cycle

 

 

Source:  Concept developed by Adriana Palacios. Graphic by Albert Palacios 

 

Implications of the Study 

 The findings and outcomes described in this final chapter beg the question, what 

does this mean for other boards?  The hope is that no other entity will ever face the 

challenges encountered by this board, but in reality, a board is one bad choice, one 

money-filled handshake away from finding itself in a similar predicament.  Based on 

my research, and as illustrated in figure 5.1, integrity is the common strand needed to 
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achieve and maintain effective board governance. This, more so than orientation, 

experience or training, is the element participants in the study identified most as integral 

to an effective board.   

 This is a simple notion in theory, but without this vital element, the damage 

experienced by an organization can be immense.  A board must be proactive in 

addressing the issue.  A bias for integrity is not easily sold when most are concerned 

with balancing the budget, increasing enrollment, or dealing with personnel issues. This 

can be particularly challenging when board members are elected, versus appointed, and 

may or may not have publicly exhibited a strong sense of values.     

 Part of being proactive is making integrity a priority. This can be accomplished 

by incorporating the importance of integrity in training sessions, trustee handbooks, and 

retreats, thereby reinforcing the significance the board places on that value. Although 

possibly perceived as trivial, prospective board members should be questioned about 

issues of integrity and asked whether they are prepared to embrace the values of the 

institution. I feel certain the remaining trustees who served on the board two years ago 

would have no qualms about asking board candidates where their personal values lie 

because ultimately, those values can, and will, reflect on the board (and institution) as a 

whole.     

 A voter has the responsibility to ascertain whether a candidate has the qualities 

needed for the role of public servant; beyond that, it is the role of the sitting trustees to 

set the standard and take the lead in developing a culture of integrity.  

 My hope is that boards will take from this study the need to invest the time, 

energy and political capital, and deal with this issue on the front end, before problems 
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arise.  Ironically, this effort has little-to-no fiscal impact, but will yield great dividends 

in terms of public trust.          

  

Recommendations for Future Research 

 Leading under the best circumstances is a challenge; leading under the 

circumstances presented to the SCCD board is of mammoth proportions.  Throughout 

the course of my research, I learned of many boards that faced similar situations, 

although typically it was limited to one board member or one administrator.  

Nonetheless, governance and the transformation process are in constant flux.  I have 

provided recommendations for future research as it relates to governance and the 

transformation process respectively.   

• Research to study boards that have experienced corruption and abuse of 

office to determine whether there is a correlation between board 

training and orientation, and abuses of power.  I have always attested that 

board members are entrusted with an awesome responsibility and yet, few 

institutions mandate an orientation and/or periodic training. For many, on-

the-job training has been the primary source of learning; thus, trustees lack a 

strong foundation from which to develop skills. Research to support the 

decision to enforce training could serve as a resource for institutions.     

• Research board cycles.  In other words, does the adage of history 

repeats itself hold true for boards or will the changes implemented truly 

have an impact on the future of the board and the institution?  Can 
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proper checks and balances protect an organization from future abuses or 

will unethical individuals always find a way to circumvent the system? The 

board participating in this study was hypersensitive to the importance of 

integrity and thus, has placed much emphasis on the personal values of the 

leadership. Five or ten years from now, when memories of the indictments 

fade and priorities shift, will the board and the leadership become more lax, 

thereby creating an environment where the potential for abuse of power is 

greater?   

• Research whether there is a correlation between board corruption and 

elected versus appointed boards. In other words, are publicly-elected 

board members, held accountable by a constituency, any more or less likely 

to abuse the office than a trustee appointed by the governor? The researcher 

might examine community college boards in Texas versus those in Florida, 

where trustees are appointed, to determine the likelihood of abuse of position 

in both states.      

• A quantitative study of the financial loss experienced by an institution 

as a result of a scandal such as that of SCCD.  What are the financial 

implications and long-term effects of the scandal on the district? 

  

Final Remarks 

Timing is everything.  The first time I approached my committee chair with the 

prospect of using the SCCD board as a case study, the indictments had just been handed 
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down, the board and the district were under the watchful eye of the media, and the 

interim chancellor had been reprimanded for violating district policies.  Naturally he 

advised against the idea, stating that the board and administration might not be 

amenable or supportive of a doctoral student conducting research amid the chaos.  As 

was often the case, always the case, he was right.       

With a profound interest in board governance, over the next year I considered 

other related topics and submitted proposals, all the while keeping an eye on the SCCD 

and the progress it was making.  I was astounded!  Through my doctoral internship, I 

had the opportunity to spend time with the new chancellor and discuss the remarkable 

transformation that had taken place. After numerous emails, conversations and 

strategizing, my committee chair said he would support the idea if the chancellor was 

agreeable, and the chancellor stated he was willing, if my committee chair was 

supportive.  Now the timing was right.       

 

The Future of SCCD 

As I sit here this Sunday morning writing the last section of my dissertation, the 

timing is extraordinary. Yesterday, the bond package was taken before the voters, and 

was defeated.  It has been an incredible journey for this board and this district, and 

although there is grave disappointment and heavy hearts throughout the district, I 

myself, am proud.  Proud that in discussions with the opposition over the past few 

months, the divergence was based on a policy issue, a legitimate concern, an issue 

directly related to facilities; the question never arose as to whether a bond package was 
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necessary and deserved, it was one facet of the package that generated the discord. The 

integrity of the board was not questioned, not that any board should expect kudos for 

acting in the best interest of the district they are serving, but the reality is, with this 

district, for too many years integrity among the trustees was an issue.   

This board should be proud of itself and the administration for its efforts toward 

overcoming immense challenges left by their predecessors, for working intently and 

auspiciously to address the day-to-day problems that remain with the district two years 

after the fact. (Ironically, as the district was preparing for the bond election, they were 

also preparing for the trial of a former administrator charged with theft and 

misapplication of funds, who ultimately pled guilty 9 days after the bond election). The 

distressing reality is that the shambles left behind is evidence of the immeasurable 

destruction misguided leadership can inflict upon an organization; destruction by the 

hands of a few thoughtless, careless, self-centered individuals who grossly abused their 

role as public officials, as leaders in the community.   

Fortunately, this board has proven that it can and will overcome the greatest of 

challenges. They will regroup, learn from this defeat, develop a plan and, with a sense 

of self-assurance fitting for such a board, embark upon a new chapter in the history of 

the State Community College District.    
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APPENDIX A 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Questions for Trustees serving on board from 2002 – January 2004 
1. What year did you begin your first term as a Trustee of the community college 

board?   
2. In your opinion, what are the three most important principles needed for 

effective governance? 
3. Do you feel the board perception of “ownership” has changed since 2002? Who 

has “ownership?” 
4. Has the board’s approach to fundamental governance principals changed over 

the past two years, more specifically, those that address the board speaking with 
one voice, micro managing and maintaining board standards? 

5. How do the priorities of the board in 2002 compare to the priorities of today?   
6. Along those same lines, have the goals changed?  If so, how?  
7. Have the parameters been established in terms of the roles and responsibilities of 

board members?  What are your thoughts regarding the board’s adherence to 
these responsibilities? 

8. The Texas School Performance Review and SACS both reported incidents of 
inappropriate board-staff relationships (e.g. staff calling trustees directly and 
trustees contacting staff directly).  What has been done to define the parameters?   

9. Has monitoring of the performance of the CEO changed since 2002?  If so, 
how?   

10. What has been your greatest learning experience as a community college board 
member?   

 
Questions for Trustees serving on board from January 2004 to the present 

1. What year did you begin your first term as a Trustee of the community college 
board?   

2. In your opinion, what are the three most important principles needed for 
effective governance? 

3. What is your perception of the ownership of the college?  Who is the 
ownership? 

4. Do you feel the fundamental governance principals related to the board speaking 
with one voice, micro managing and maintaining board standards, are clearly 
defined?   

5. What are the priorities of the board?   
6. What are the goals of the board? 
7. In your opinion, are the parameters addressing board-staff relationships (e.g. 

staff calling trustees directly and trustees contacting staff directly) clearly 
defined?   

8. What has been your greatest learning experience as a community college board 
member? 
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Questions for key individuals who served a role in the transformation process  

1. What year did you begin your association with the community college district of 
trustees and in what capacity?   

2. In your opinion, what are the three most important principles needed for 
effective governance? 

3. What changes you would like to see implemented that you feel would lead to 
greater board effectiveness?   

4. What are the three most significant changes the Board has made related to 
governance?  
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APPENDIX B 

IRB#_2004-08-0028___  
 

INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

 
The University of Texas at Austin 

 
You are being asked to participate in a research study.  This form provides you with 

information about the study. The Principal Investigator (the person in charge of this 

research) or his/her representative will also describe this study to you and answer all of 

your questions. Please read the information below and ask questions about anything you 

don’t understand before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is 

entirely voluntary and you can refuse to participate without penalty or loss of benefits to 

which you are otherwise entitled.   

 
Title of Research Study: 
  
Effective Governance:  The Transformation of a Community College Board 
 
 
Principal Investigator(s) (include faculty sponsor), UT affiliation, and Telephone 
Number(s):   
 
Principal Investigator:  Adriana Palacios, Graduate Student, Education Administration, 
Community College Leadership Program  (210) 789-0482 
Faculty Sponsor:  John Roueche, Ph.D.  (512) 471-7545 
 
 
Funding source:   
 
No funding source.   
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What is the purpose of this study?   
 
The purpose of this study is to examine the transformation of a community college 
district governing board over a two - year period (11/02- 11/04) and how the transition 
aligns with the theories of transformational leadership and ultimately, the ten basic 
principles of trusteeship as defined by the Carver policy governance model. Through 
examining the actions, behaviors and thought process of those involved in the 
transformation, namely the nine elected board members and three administrators, the 
researcher can determine whether the Board of Trustees achieved its current level of 
effectiveness by espousing normative principles of transformational leadership or 
whether they applied other concepts if so, identify those concepts.  
 
 
 
What will be done if you take part in this research study? 
 
Board members in this research study will participate in two 90-minute interviews and 
be observed at regular monthly board meetings.  Administrators will also participate in 
two 90-minute interviews.    
 
 
What are the possible discomforts and risks? 
  
There are no known possible discomforts or risks associated with this study.  
If you wish to discuss the information above or any other risks you may experience, you 
may ask questions now or contact the Principal Investigator at a later time at the contact 
information listed on the front page of this form. 
 
 
What are the possible benefits to you or to others? 
 
There are not any benefits for participation in this study. 
 
 
If you choose to take part in this study, will it cost you anything? 
 
There are no costs associated with participation in this study.   
 
 
 
 
Will you receive compensation for your participation in this study? 
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There is no compensation for participation in this study. 
 
 
What if you are injured because of the study?   
 
No medical treatment will be provided or available in case of injury as a result of 

participation in this study. 
 
 
If you do not want to take part in this study, what other options are available to 

you? 

Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You are free to refuse to be in the study, 
and your refusal will not influence current or future relationships with The University of 
Texas at Austin.  

 
 

How can you withdraw from this research study and who should I call if I have 
questions? 
 
If you wish to stop your participation in this research study for any reason, you should 
contact: Adriana Palacios at (210) 789-0482.   You are free to withdraw your consent 
and stop participation in this research study at any time without penalty or loss of 
benefits for which you may be entitled. Throughout the study, the researchers will 
notify you of new information that may become available and that might affect your 
decision to remain in the study.  
 
In addition, if you have questions about your rights as a research participant, please 
contact Clarke A. Burnham, Ph.D., Chair, The University of Texas at Austin 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, 512/232-4383. 
 
 

How will your privacy and the confidentiality of your research records be protected? 
 
Authorized persons from The University of Texas at Austin and the Institutional 
Review Board have the legal right to review your research records and will protect the 
confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by law.  If the research project is 
sponsored then the sponsor also has the legal right to review your research records. 
Otherwise, your research records will not be released without your consent unless 
required by law or a court order. 
 
If the results of this research are published or presented at scientific meetings, your 
identity will not be disclosed. 
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The interviews in this research study will be audio recorded.  Taped transcriptions of 
the sessions will be kept confidential. No individual identities will be used in any 
reports or publications resulting from the study. The data collected during the study will 
be stored in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s private home for a year. After this 
time, the tapes will be destroyed.   
 
 
Will the researchers benefit from your participation in this study? 
 
The researcher will not benefit from your participation in this study beyond presenting 

the results. 
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Signatures: 
 
As a representative of this study, I have explained the purpose, the procedures, the 
benefits, and the risks that are involved in this research study: 
 
 
 
_____________________________________ ___      
Signature and printed name of person obtaining consent         Date 
 
You have been informed about this study’s purpose, procedures, possible benefits 
and risks, and you have received a copy of this Form. You have been given the 
opportunity to ask questions before you sign, and you have been told that you can 
ask other questions at any time. You voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  
By signing this form, you are not waiving any of your legal rights. 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Subject                  Date 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Subject                   Date 
 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Principal Investigator                 Date  
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